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Executive orders of Diarchs of Godland based in the
Decision nr 5 of Baltic Sea Indigenous Court on the
Criminal Nuclear War Systems of the Iron Death Cage
conference-court X
Proceedings of the BSI Court were held through the Internet
and evidence is visible on Youtube channels FreeLatvia, RadioactiveBSR, Baltic Sea
Indigenous etc. from the Initial meetings between June 1st
(1)2015 into ongoing courts of justice on 20.5.18.
20.5.(1)2018
The global case that judges the la-grande NaZi IVRoman Reich conspirators and their local chipped
slave-drivers,
completing the series of originally quarterly week-long Conferences-Courts of Baltic Sea Indigenous
Court as part of the Indigenous World Order Court of Godland
that has made all the victims and their perpetrators into Billioneers of Love Order.INFO ruling death
sentence to the war criminals, who shall comply and apply for amnesty and rehabilitation or receive
the sentence in any way they choose themselves preferable.

Verdict in the case: IWOCG dismantles cannibal corpses of CNWS,
No. IWOCG -188-12018.
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Indigenous World Order Court of Godland, www.LoveOrder.INFO, in cooperation with
International Foundation for Research on Radioactivity Risk, www.IFRRR.org, presents the
decisions of the tenth of the conference-courts organized by Baltic Sea Region Radioactivity Watch
and Baltic Sea Indigenous Court in holy Ropaži, Latvia and holy Jordbro, Sweden.
Background
The goal of the conference-coart entitled Criminalize Nuclear War Systems (CNWS) is to establish a
platform for a global network of indigenous courts that controls the controlers of any
administrations. Indigenous courts are aimed at criminalising any death cult systems that have
brought us into the reality of Cold Nuclear War embedded in the Depopulation massacre matrix of
the whole humanity trapped in a grid of slavery. Indigenous courts are offering solutions to
achieve safe systems and bring to the victims and perpetrators the gifts of oxa – compensations and
salaries for switch from the death cult to the love order.
Record of Criminalise Nuclear War Systems court proceedings:

CNWS X, English, August 12017-May 12018
CNWS IX, Eglish, July 12017
CNWS VIII, Latvian March 12017
CNWS VII, Swedish, December 12016
CNWS VI, In Russian, September 12016
CNWS V, English, July 12016
CNWS IV, Latvian, March 12016
CNWS III, Swedish, December 12015
CNWS II, Russian, September 12015
CNWS I, English, June 12015

Quaterly Indigenous World Order of Godland CNWS courts proceedings can be found on BSRRW.org,
LaBie.lv, LoveOrder.INFO dokumentary videomaterials on three Youtube channels and others
RadioactiveBSR https://www.youtube.com/radioactivebsr
FreeLatvia https://www.youtube.com/freelatvia
Baltic Sea Indigenous https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcQSKISlsSYKaAAiAlOW-Ww

The strategy is to make a shift from imposed goal of the block chain chips technology on humans
imposing digital concentration camp, into a global indigenous Godland community where various
loving indigenous people are the rulers of each state and protect its all citisens, and any indigenous
people create oxa money themselves without dictatorship of the Roman Emperor NaZis, as it is
being imposed now through Rothschilds privatised all central banks of the world, still waging wars
on the last unoccupied minds, souls and bodies.
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The method is to put aside the statements of military mass murderers and corrupt corporate
businesses and to present radically honest work by independent scientists spreading their findings
to those still alive and not bio-robotised.

Iron Death Cage
In sociology, the iron cage is a term coined by Max Weber for the increased rationalization inherent
in social life, particularly in Western capitalist societies. The "iron cage" thus traps individuals in
systems based purely on teleological efficiency, rational calculation and control, by others called as
weapons of math-destruction. Weber also described the bureaucratization of social order as "the
polar night of icy darkness". The original German term is stahlhartes Gehäuse; this was translated
into "iron cage", an expression made familiar to English language speakers by Talcott Parsons in his
1930 translation of Weber's The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism.
Investigation of following crimes of Iron Death Cage
Baltic Sea Indigenous Court has investigated the structures that withhold the Iron Cage that is
furthermore a Death Cage as our children have been trapped without a chance to survive in this
suicidal cult where the whole Cold Nuclear War, embedded in the Depopulation massacre matrix, is
trapping them to take their lives. In such a war situation peace is achieved with eternal love to
everything and everybody including the global giant pyramid of slaves and slave holders that stop
punishing themselves and all alive, through BSIC investigation of Fraud of Authority Identity,
Impeachment and Indigenous Decentralisation.
Fraud of Authority Identity
The Authority Identity Theft and Error Reporter (AITER), a World Indigenous Godland initiative,
provides information and advice on identity theft through global business registration companies
like DNB.com and UPIK.de. You have all reasons to suspect you to be a victim of identity theft of
Your government authorities that have been overtaken by private companies that pretend to be
Your government agencies while instead they have come long way to beslave You and Your nation
and have managed to impose a Cold Nuclear War Depopulation massacre matrix. It is up to You to
become Authority Identity Theft and Error Reporter and investigate the fraud with method of
Authority Structures Investigation by emails to authorities demanding documentation.
Authority Identity fraud can be defined as the deliberate use of a stolen identity – by means of
forged or illegitimate structures and the statute signatures on finding or actual documents of Your
state authorities, the passport copies or other documents – with a view to overtake the goods or
services of the People by deception, which is a punishable offence.
Fraudsters can use illegitimate private structures in the name of opening state bank accounts or
take over existing ones, impose on the People by foreigners controlled financial flows and credit
cards, loans and state benefits or order and pay goods in your and Your countries name without
Your and Your Peoples benefit, often with a goal of Depopulation of Your People.
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Fraudsters can use illegitimate private structures to overtake the court system by foreign banks
through that acquiring the control of all decisions in the area.
Common and natural law vs Roman law.
The commonly cited objective and justification for invoking criminal law is harm to others, but it
cannot deal with all important situations. For example, people are not necessarily harmed by public
nudity, that has been criminalised, but they can be mass murdered by conspiracies and
corporations, that have been profiting at everybody’s expense while destroying the wealth of all
living.
People experience a range of physical and social injuries in different contexts which will vary
according to the level of economic and political development of their country. Some will be injured
out of poverty and malnutrition, others by violence which might stem from a major conflict such as
war or from personal violence in a robbery. The environment may be damaged by pollution, there
may be hazards at work. The extent to which behavior which is considered morally wrong in a given
jurisdiction should be criminalized has been controversial in Roman law.
Lying or breaking promises have not been in general criminalised in Roman law courts, and this is
consistent with the concept of sins that shall be forgiven, creating the frame of ongoing sins and
betrayal that has been a scientifically globally imposed concept discussed by Friedrich Hayek.
Lying or breaking promises has always been criminal in the indigenous courts of common and
natural law and sins are not part of the indigenous culture. There is no need to sin in the gift
economy that is based upon a concept of abundance where everything is shared quite equally and
the very culture is the law of heart-consciousness. There is no business of profit for private gain in
indigenous culture, only loving welfare for all and the best for future generations.
Visible indigenous diarchs instead of hidden global governing mass murderers
The hidden rulers and secret global governments, that are part of the current disastrous Criminal
Nuclear War Systems, have been challenged by the diarchs of Godland to stop the irresponsible
global suicide, by proclamation of the rule of the diarchs, Ditta and Leif of Godland stop the era of
invisible ghosts ruling endless wars of mass genocide.
The Method which is introduced is to encourage any racial, ethnogenetical and language group to
establish a welfare society for its members through their indigenous leadership, courts and oxa
money, redistributing the planetary resources justly among the native peoples and citizens of their
lands.
Nuclear War Systems based in depopulation matrix
To accomplish this, national and international authorities, both secular and religious, hide their
geopolitical intentions behind plausible deniability and impose genocide through false research,
misleading news, the compartmentalization of knowledge, hierarchical governing structures,
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secrecy, manufactured consent and judicial protection thus turning medicine and public health into
handmaidens of genocide, individual nations into de facto concentration camps, the entire planet
into a theater of war, and every human being on the planet into a target, a victim and a beneficiary.
The ethical boundaries for this global genocide are set by religious authorities, which currently
permit the involuntary sterilization of the masses only while healing or preventing disease
(Humanae Vitae: On the Regulation of Birth). Secular authorities work within the ethical
parameters set by religious authorities and the military-industrial complex conceives and applies
the methods of depopulation by adulterating the basic elements of life: water, food, beverages,
cosmetic and consumer products – and most recently the air also – so that no one escapes the
depopulation regime.
The consequences of this system are grave and tragic as witnessed by the fact that the demographic
transition (the euphemism used for the depopulation program) has caused the epidemiological
transition, that is to say the protracted and covert mass poisoning of the masses through the basic
elements of life for the sake of limiting fertility and longevity has caused the epidemic of noncommunicable diseases that have displaced infectious diseases as the primary killer of the global
population, and have also damaged the genetic and intellectual endowment of mankind as well as
lowering the quality of life of billions of people and threatening mankind with extinction.
Unable to change course because this system was designed to be impervious to challenge,
governments are desperately trying to complete the stabilization and reduction of the global
population through genocide by attempting to replace depopulation by covert chemical means with
depopulation by mandatory immunization programs via vaccines that use the latest genetic
knowhow to reprogram the human body to impede its own proper development of the reproductive
system and to weaken the immune system with periodic vaccines so that no one lives to his or her
natural end or dies from natural causes.
The depopulation program is currently driven by the lie about the close limit of planet’s maximum
carrying capacity when we have to stabilize the population in perpetuity and stabilize it at a level
that is sustainable so the planet’s life support systems are not damaged in which case we would sow
the seed of our own destruction.
Depopulation is accomplished with everyone’s free and conscious collaboration believing in the
myth that the more technologically advanced our civilization becomes the fewer people can be
accommodated on planet earth and all people must contribute to mankind’s reduction in numbers
to enable mankind’s ascension in level of civilization.
See exact description of Depopulation matrix in the Kevin Galalae 2 books - Depop Secrets, 500
pages, and Chemical and Biological Depopulation, free downloads on
https://uvic.academia.edu/KevinGalalae/books

The depopulation/globalization system can be visually represented by the following mandala:
https://media.licdn.com/mpr/mpr/AAEAAQAAAAAAAAwxAAAAJDgyMTk2NDA1LTFiNDItNDRjZ
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C1hMDJjLWY1MDUwNzhiYWY4Nw.jpg?utm_source=draugiem.lv&utm_medium=say&utm_campai
gn=post_1756587169
Youtube video explains it https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=F65XvAYmkTQ
For details and progress follow Kevin Galalae here: http://www.linkedin.com/in/kevingalalae

Criminal Nuclear War Systems are the material and socio-economic systems created and
maintained by criminal corporations that use these systems for totalitarian goals of absolute
control, enslavement and mass murder of the peoples through severe risk of apocalyptic destruction
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of all life. CNW corporations are big employers and involve dependent masses in the industries that
are staging apocalyptic events.
Such CNWS corporations have infiltrated and are pretending to be governments, religious orders,
banks and insurance, media and communications, security and defence, health and environment
protectors.
Investigating Criminal Nuclear War Systems
Nuclear wars systems are the latest form of war, racism and other lethal discrimination
methodologies sustaining cold nuclear war embedded in depopulation matrix.
Material
Therefore the material of CNWS consists of all weapons of war and mass murder, artificially created
lack of basic and community resources, and in democide and genocide involving whole matrices of
technical devices, machinery and buildings.
Itemized more fully, the material CNWS consist of
1) All weapons of war and mass murder - Nuclear weapons, biological weapons, chemical
weapons, microwave, scalar weapons, and conventional weapons, for attack on humans.
2) Drugs, alcohol, and nicotine are also used as a material weapon.
3) Money as weapon of discrimination, racism and genocide, but money is mainly a
psychosocial weapon at the same time, cause its criminal methods and digital and
electronical modern ways have to be accepted by the ignorant users, who doesn’t bother to
detect the creators and distributors verification and validation
a) Artificially created lack of basic resources – water, food, housing, comfort and
reproduction networks, clothing, farming land, telecommunications, sustainable
labor network, tools for protection, transportation vehicles.
b) Artificially created lack of community resources - housing for ethnogenetical and
language protection societies of any group, electricity, petroil, free energy, courts,
local money, cooperative banking, media, indigenous temples, hospitals, local native
militia.
4) In democide and genocide structures and processes involved whole matrices of technical
devices, machinery and buildings.
5) Humans involved in CNWS are of various racial, ethnogenetical and language groups, but
some are more dominant than others. Groups involved in planning and financing of CNWS
have to be established and reordered to stop the apocalyptic events of global genocide.
Social
6) De-population plans of secret rulers (Agenda 21, Barbra Spectre warnings, 3 war plan of
Illuminati to gain world order)
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7) Disinformation weapons – within courts, media, education, governance, religion, banks,
security, health and environment.
8) Illegal social constructions as weapons of mass destruction – as corporations that are dead,
unhuman, unreliable, irresponsible, immortal personas that have committed the worst
possible genocide and democide acts through employees.
9) Irresponsible employment systems as excuse for genocidal acts
10) Destruction of rulers, rules and runes concept - fraud of calling law mainly unlawful policies
and imposed laws of Lew-ites for the gain of on all peoples imposed “racist chosen people”
11) Distortion of the CoNept of “chosen people” as all indigenous people are the chosen people
of their predecessors lands
12) Social aspect of Money as weapon of discrimination, racism and mass destruction
13) Destruction of gift economy reality, that is the base of all nature laws
14) Destruction of morality and heart consciousness closely tied to destruction of gift economy,
as business conceptually is based on immoral, feudal and even destructive profitability
bases.
15) Social systems of housing as a concentration/death camp
16) Destruction of self-governing units - from a one man one woman independent reality, to
families, farms, villages, areas, regions…
17) The social process of destruction of sacred feminine and male identity as the cult of fertility
18) Imposing of monogamy and gender confusion
19) Abortion industry as mass murder
20) Imposing of Satanic religions on children and grown ups
21) Fertility and health destruction by WIFI, mobiles and data generator masts
22) Radiation risk prediction modeling as a weapon of mass destruction, where ECRR/ model
has to be used instead of ICRP.
23) Social process of ongoing nuclear contamination war, by bomb testing, nuclear powerplants,
and ecologically impossible nuclear waste disposal
24) Food and water supplements by Corpus Alimentarius
25) Air, food and water poisons by chemtrails as chemical weapons
26) Lack of real money as mass murder of the unborn children as parents can’t afford even the
tiny expenses
27) Destruction of family, kin and race to leave these structures unprotected and diminishing.
28) Stealing of children and grandchildren by corporate social service entities for profit, child
trafficking and pedophilia
29) organized crime in psychiatry by lack of loving environment treatments, lack of resources
for terrorised exhausted people robbed by the corporations and poisoned by
pharmaceutical/medical combine.
30) matrices of mainstream mind control methods for controlling the masses through media
and apparent entertainment
31) Storing the elderly in environments of no or too little contact with the new generation to
leave them in lack of experience of the elderly advice protection
32) Storing the young in mass storage schools with education that is more like slave biorobotisation with too little contact with their families
33) Forced identification, registration and taxation with one geographical unit that has no
competition, living in enforced no choice trap – death camp
34) Stealing of wealth – holding conceptual frame of automatized stealth of all wealth through
transatlantic trade agreements, exports,
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35) Enforced automic digitalization of all wealth-acquiring processes that results in biorobotisation of people in a totalitarian system with no chance for any impact on it.
36) mainstream hidden forms of slave labour – from effective and high technology to primitive,
but always with far too many working hours and too little insurance and contamination
exposure compensation, people would work only a couple of months in a 100 year life if the
resources were managed effectively in a real state where citizens are stake holders at last.
37) The social process of destruction of environment that erases endless wealth
38) Destruction of all sorts of species of life forms, that erases endless wealth
39) Stealing of planetary resources by a tiny irresponsible group of robber barons and mass
murderers – totalitarian psychopaths, aliens
40) Cannibalism ( Skull and Bones rituals of sacrifice of Indigenous peoples )
41) Pedophilia (global Pizz Gate)
42) banking as hypnotic social service with criminally unjustly monopolises crucial technology
Divine
43) Schizophrenic demands for one God though people pray to thousands of various divinities.
44) Cannibal and Death Cult religion takeover hiding the living Gods and saints
45) Fraud of atheism to stop the Gods creation of Divine reality on Earth
46) Establishing Kings that are not directly chosen by the living Gods of Love, Peace and
Understanding, and leaving Gods Kings resource less
47) Systemic elimination of Love from the conceptual social realities to induce fear and hate as
global Satanic cult
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Procedure for rescue of all life
First of all a State has to be established as most of the countries do not have any States any more as
they have been turned into private corporations that have occupied local people’s natural
inheritance and taken them into corporate slavery bondage. We do need to reestablish a real state
that is out own society of the People that most of the constitutions of the world proclaim but do not
establish.
When the corporations pretending to be a State had debates whether to respond to a source of
injury by criminalising the behaviour that produces it, there have been no pre-set criteria to apply
in formulating social policy. There was no ontological reality to crime. The criminal justice system
responded to a substantial number of events that did not produce significant hardship to individual
citizens. Moreover, events which did cause serious injuries and should be dealt with as crimes, e.g.
situations of corporate manslaughter, have previously been either ignored or dealt with as civil
matters.
State can be established as a proclaimed monarchy, diarchy or a parliamentarian republic that gets
restaured to some restauration time point in the history.
Criminal acts can be stopped by Impeachment of fraudulent high officials who do not work for the
state as Peoples welfare society, but as a private NWO business corporation.
The criminalisation process defines and classifies behaviour. It broadcasts the laws so that no-one
may have the excuse of ignorance, and disposes of those who will not obey. Modern Roman law
created more criminal laws than ever and they have been penetrating deep into the social structures
of all societies. Crime control has become an industry, yet it remained ineffective in providing
protection to all its citizens from more harm than ever before. Most importantly it has been the
frame in which the civilization has been broken down to modern feudalism and the consequence of
the threat of total apocalyptic extinction.
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Wittneses

The Warning the World Did Not Heer: Israel/Rothschild/Bush/CIA Assassinated
Kennedy

As witness at BSIC court is brought John F. Kennedy - original speech on the secret societies that
are ranging new kinds of war - no war has been declared, no borders have been crossed by
marching troops, no missiles have been fired, but the war is going on with deadly challenges
https://www.jfklibrary.org/Research/Research-Aids/JFK-Speeches/American-NewspaperPublishers-Association_19610427.aspx
“…The very word "secrecy" is repugnant in a free and open society; and we are as a people inherently
and historically opposed to secret societies, to secret oaths and to secret proceedings. We decided long
ago that the dangers of excessive and unwarranted concealment of pertinent facts far outweighed the
dangers which are cited to justify it. Even today, there is little value in opposing the threat of a closed
society by imitating its arbitrary restrictions. Even today, there is little value in insuring the survival of
our nation if our traditions do not survive with it. And there is very grave danger that an announced
need for increased security will be seized upon by those anxious to expand its meaning to the very
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limits of official censorship and concealment. That I do not intend to permit to the extent that it is in
my control. And no official of my Administration, whether his rank is high or low, civilian or military,
should interpret my words here tonight as an excuse to censor the news, to stifle dissent, to cover up
our mistakes or to withhold from the press and the public the facts they deserve to know.
But I do ask every publisher, every editor, and every newsman in the nation to reexamine his own
standards, and to recognize the nature of our country's peril. In time of war, the government and the
press have customarily joined in an effort based largely on self-discipline, to prevent unauthorized
disclosures to the enemy. In time of "clear and present danger," the courts have held that even the
privileged rights of the First Amendment must yield to the public's need for national security.
Today no war has been declared--and however fierce the struggle may be, it may never be declared in
the traditional fashion. Our way of life is under attack. Those who make themselves our enemy are
advancing around the globe. The survival of our friends is in danger. And yet no war has been declared,
no borders have been crossed by marching troops, no missiles have been fired.
If the press is awaiting a declaration of war before it imposes the self-discipline of combat conditions,
then I can only say that no war ever posed a greater threat to our security. If you are awaiting a
finding of "clear and present danger," then I can only say that the danger has never been more clear
and its presence has never been more imminent.
It requires a change in outlook, a change in tactics, a change in missions--by the government, by the
people, by every businessman or labor leader, and by every newspaper. For we are opposed around the
world by a monolithic and ruthless conspiracy that relies primarily on covert means for expanding its
sphere of influence--on infiltration instead of invasion, on subversion instead of elections, on
intimidation instead of free choice, on guerrillas by night instead of armies by day. It is a system which
has conscripted vast human and material resources into the building of a tightly knit, highly efficient
machine that combines military, diplomatic, intelligence, economic, scientific and political operations.
Its preparations are concealed, not published. Its mistakes are buried, not headlined. Its dissenters are
silenced, not praised. No expenditure is questioned, no rumor is printed, no secret is revealed. It
conducts the Cold War, in short, with a war-time discipline no democracy would ever hope or wish to
match.
Nevertheless, every democracy recognizes the necessary restraints of national security--and the
question remains whether those restraints need to be more strictly observed if we are to oppose this
kind of attack as well as outright invasion …”
This appears to have been the last man trying to exercise government of a state, before the
states seized to exist as all governments got infiltrated and overtaken by puppets of One
World Government tah has imposed a war economy system that has reduced the world
society to a prison planet.
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Olof Palme who opposed enslavement of Swedes and Europe was murdered by CIA
and P2

Another plot sees the involvement of the CIA and the Italian masonic lodge Propaganda Due led by
Licio Gelli who wrote, in a telegram to Philip Guarino, that "the Swedish tree will be felled".
He often spoke out for nuclear disarmament and urged a nuclear-free Europe, starting with
Scandanavia. He often seemed to favor the Soviet Union in East-West disputes and, despite
criticism from many of his countrymen, was less than adamant even when Soviet submarines were
reported to have intruded into Swedish waters.
In 1980, he and Austria's Chancellor, Bruno Kreisky, and the Spanish Socialist leader, Felipe
Gonzalez, formed a three-member mission to Teheran in an unsuccessful effort to seek a solution to
the United States-Iranian hostage crisis.
Olof Palme also served unsuccessfully as a United Nations peacemaker in the long border war
between Iran and Iraq, making several trips into the region to discuss proposals for winding down
the fighting. Though he had many critics, his admirers called him a man with a ''world conscience.''
At home, Olof Palme used high taxes to create a society generous with medical, educational and
recreational benefits. He scoffed at calls for tax cuts, more competition and less welfare spending as
a prescription for a society of ''egoism and sharp elbows.''
Olof Palme called on the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and the Warsaw Pact in 1982 to
establish a nuclear-free zone in Europe. Two years later, he convened a European disarmament
conference in Sweden, calling for an East-West dialogue and denouncing the nuclear arms race.
The officers asserted that Olof Palme had been more interested in good relations with the Soviet
Union than in preserving Swedish security. Some suggested that the problem was so acute that
Sweden, which has been neutral throughout its modern history, even during World War II, should
join NATO.
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Nothing could be further from truth as Swedes then had proper security arrangements with local
councils having contracts with food chains, rationing, and big war food stocks for all citizens in case
of war. Sweden had gasmasks for most of the Swedes and proper copper communication lines that
would not be affected in case of electricity shortage. Now 2017 it is all dismantled and 10 million
Swedish people are prepared for being massakered like cattle. Even money has been made digital –
just a weapon of mass destruction.

Wittnesses - 700 swedish citisens – on Swedish war crimes against humanity in Libya

Seven hundred Swedish citizens filed charges against people pretending to be Swedish government
officials to get them impeached. BSIC exercises charges for fraud of false authority, treason and
genocide.
Between November 4, 2011 and March 26, 2012, a war-crimes process was about to expose Swedish
cabinet members, MPS, and armed forces personnel organizing war against a peaceful Libian
nation, but the legal action was refused by Swedish Domstolsverket Courts and war criminals
completely avoided legal responsibility.
Destruction of Muammar Kaddafi´s Libya is an important part of the III WWar plan of the
destruction of Europe, as Muammar Kaddafi´s state was holding the tight cork in the bottle of
African migration/occupation to/of Europe.
Process is also a memorial over Swedish media-blackout regarding:




How Sweden as a member of the so-called “West” in six months reduced the most
successful and humane nation in Africa in to a Hell-hole currently under the nominal
control of terrorist-designated warlords.
How some seven hundred Swedish citizens filed charges against their own
government, parliament and armed forces.
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Muammar Gaddafi as a witness and
victim of global fashism
withholding Iron Death Cage order

THE BRUTAL MURDER of Muammar Gaddafi by Zionist-owned Libyan insurgents is an example
of what happens to political leaders who defy international Jewish bankers.
Gaddafi refused to do the bidding of the Rothschild-centered global banking cartel in 5 areas:


• A Gaddafi-Centered African Union With A Common Currency Here & Here
• A Gaddafi-Run Central Bank Of Libya Here
• A Gaddafi-Holding Of 150 Tons Of Gold Here
• A Gaddafi-Run Libyan Oil Industry Here
• A Gaddafi-Run ‘Blue-Gold’ Water Reserves Here

IN JULY OF 2011, the son and heir apparent of Muammar Gaddafi, Saif al-Islam, stated that it
wasn’t just Libya’s ‘black gold’ (oil) that the Zionist West wants, but Libya’s ‘blue gold’ (water) – the
some 500 miles of the Nubian Sandstone Aquifer System that lies beneath Libya’s surface.
The Nubian Aquifer is the only fresh water source that remains in North Africa and thus is the focus
of what has become known as “Water Wars.”
Gaddafi’s main threat to International Jewry’s Banking Cartel was his plan for a common African
currency—the gold-backed Libyan dinar—which would have replaced the all fiat-issued US dollar,
British pound, and French franc as the main currency in Africa.
Jewish banking interests were clearly at stake as the US dollar is maintained by the Jewish-run
Federal Reserve Bank; the British pound by the Jewish-run Central Bank of England; and the French
franc by the Jewish-run Banque de France.
Is it any surprise then that the three major invaders of Libya — America, England, and France —
whose Zionist-bought leaders: Obama, Cameron, & Sarkozy, are praising the brutal and slow
murder of Libyan chief, Muammar Gaddafi? No, it is no surprise at all.
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Distribution of wealth - 45 Years of Davos and the Elite Still Running Away with the Worlds
Wealth
The meeting in Davos did not find solutions to narrow the wealth gap which is now astronomically
leaning towards the tip-top of the upper rungs of the population.
This year’s meeting marks the 45th time the elite have gathered at in the Swiss alps, and never has
the wealth gap been so glaring.
The meeting is all about managing the lack of wealth of the population and the political turmoil
which is bound to accelerate because of it.
Among the discussion at Davos will be the “fourth industrial revolution.” The elite will be
discussing how millions of jobs held by the average person are going to be eliminated by artificial
intelligence and how this revolution might play out on the political scale.
Last year, Klaus Schwab and managing board member of Davos Richard Samans, wrote a report
titled “The Future of Jobs” that estimated 7 million jobs will be lost with just 2 million gained as a
result of technological change in 15 major developed and emerging economies.
Reports released this year by the World Economic forum repeat this forecast.
From Computer Weekly:
The WEF’s Global Risks 2017 report warns that, as a result of AI and other disruptive technologies,
long-term jobs are giving way to self-employment in the “gig” economy, leaving individuals to
shoulder more responsibility for the costs of unemployment, sickness and old age.
Technology disruption, more than globalisation, deteriorating job prospects and industrial decline,
has been the catalyst for anti-establishment voting, which led to Brexit in the UK, the election of
Donald Trump in the US, and Italy’s rejection of its former prime minister’s constitutional reforms,
the report claims.
Unless there is a concerted effort from governments and the private sector, the trend will put
pressure on economies and may lead to social unrest, said Cecilia Reyes, chief risk officer of Zurich
Insurance Group.
“Without proper governance and reskilling of workers, technology will eliminate jobs faster than it
creates them,” she said. “Governments can no longer provide historic levels of social protection, and
an ant-establishment narrative has gained traction, with new political leaders blaming globalisation
for society’s challenges.”
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As the populist wave gets larger, the Davos meeting will only shine more light on the fact that those
at the upper rung of the economic ladder are at the steering wheel of economic future. The
discussions of humanities future taking place in the Alps will only trickle down in sound bites and
excerpts for the average person to only ignore as they work 9-5 at a job that may not be there long
term in order to pay the rent.[...]
All this fear of loosing the jobs when it should have been joy of expanding free choice time
to do what ever each human finds important to engage in, if the world commits to
Indigenous World Order and distriburtes it wealth in a just manner in accordance with the
Unalienable rights, local constitutional rights and the Rights of Godlanders.
Paul Craig Roberts. Where Is The Shame?
Now, after Scripal scandal and Syrian chemical weapons attacks, that the Trump, May, and Macron
regimes have proven beyond all doubt that they are lawless war criminal regimes, what is next?
Will the presidents and foreign ministers continue to speak of “our Western partners” and seek
common ground with proven lawless war criminals? What would that common ground be?
How can other governments accept the US, UK, and French governments that intentionally lied
about a Russian chemical attack on the Skripals and about a Syrian chemical attack on Douma,
risking a third world war, and then themselves attacking Syria on the basis of a transparent lie
unsupported by any evidence?
How exactly do you conduct diplomatic relations with war criminals?
You don’t. You put them on trial. Why aren’t Trump, May, and Macron on trial?
The reason is that the world has been conditioned, like Pavlov’s dogs, to expect and accept
the West’s war crimes as ordinary common features of life. The West’s crimes are protected
by precedents established by decades of failing to hold the West accountable. The West has
squatters rights in committing unaccountable war crimes.
Stymied in the effort to overthrow Syria, Netanyahu is now focusing the Trump regime on renewing
Washington’s conflict with Iran. Will Washington’s vassals continue to provide cover for
Washington’s crimes, or are some of the Europeans beginning to understand that the risks they
assume for Washington exceed the money that Washington pays them?
Despite the air attacks carried out on its Syrian ally by the US, NATO, and Israel, the Russian
government still has not found the decisiveness to sell Syria its S-300 air defense system. Syria
intercepted 70% of the US missiles in the last attack using obsolete Soviet-era air defense systems.
The S-300 would allow Syria to protect itself from air attack and thus reduce the chance of war
resulting from Israeli and US attacks on Syria.
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Russian indecisiveness combined with the rest of the world’s toleration of ongoing US war crimes
suggests that more provocations will be orchestrated, that more lawless attacks will take place, and
that eventually a fatal conflict will be brewed.
Think about it. The British are caught in the Skripal lie. Washington, the British, and the French are
caught in the Douma chemical attack lie, and there are no consequences for those governments
who orchestrated hoaxes and then used the hoaxes to justify their war crime.
How can it be that the American people are undisturbed by their government’s 17 years of wars
based entirely on blatant lies? How can it be that the American people and the
Evangelical churches are unmoved by the millions of innocent peoples in seven countries who have
been murdered, maimed, orphaned, and displaced by the profit-driven US military/security
complex and by the neoconservative ideology in service to Israel?
How can it be that the mainstream media is as effective a propaganda ministry for the whole world
as the press was for the Nazis? How can it be that the European, Canadian, and Australian
governments and the citizens of these countries are not ashamed of their participation in these
never-ending crimes? Where is India’s voice? China’s? South America’s? Why is the world silent in
the face of massive, long-term, ongoing war crimes? Why does the Russian government think it can
have a partnership with a war criminal regime? Why would Russia want such a shameful and
demeaning association? Where is Russia’s counterpart to NATO?
Where is there any determination to put a halt to the West’s criminality? Why is the world content
with Washington’s path to world war?

Testimony by Judge St: Kevin Annet fr ITCCS.ORG and The International Tribunal
into Crimes of Church and State

With Mandate: (1) To lawfully prosecute those people and institutions responsible for the
exploitation, trafficking, torture and murder of children, past and present, and (2) To stop
these and other criminal actions by church and state, including by disestablishing those
same institutions.
By their Bloody Deeds will you know them: Another Vatican-led Holocaust Surfaces in
Europe
See the photo on http://itccs.org/ of Catholic Ustashe soldiers preparing to murder a Serb, at
Jasenovac death campin Croatia, 1944
Over a million people were slaughtered at the Catholic-run Jasenovac death camp in Croatia: a
crime authorized by Hitler's good friend, Pope "Pius", and concealed for decades by Rome and
America. Like in Canadian Indian residential schools, the camp was run by Catholic clergy and
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targeted non-Catholic children. The Vatican continues to sit on the looted wealth of these
murdered people and the evidence of its Satanic practices.
An eyewitness to the Jasenovac atrocities, Dr. Srboljub Zivanovic, joins us today. Against enormous
opposition, Dr. Zivanovic led the campaign to uncover the mass graves at the camp and bring the
Catholic-Ustashe criminals to justice. We will discuss the parallels between Vatican genocide
around the world, and how and why this oldest criminal conspiracy in history must be stopped.
Also featured will be updates from Operation Atonement, the campaign to disestablish criminal
churches, and the upcoming June 21 protest and counter-conference in Geneva to expose and stop a
planned Ninth Circle Satanic ritual led by Jorge Bergoglio, "pope Francis".
n Urgent Communique issued by the International Tribunal of Crimes of Church and State (ITCCS)
and the Covenant of Free Congregational Christians – The Covenanters

Brussels and Geneva:
The World Council of Churches (WCC) – the global federation of non-Catholic churches – will
welcome convicted war criminal Jorge Bergoglio (aka “Pope Francis”) at its global conference on
summer solstice, June 21 in Geneva. According to sources, the WCC leaders plan to negotiate the
terms for the absorption of the main Protestant denominations into the Church of Rome, a
convicted criminal syndicate.
According to a source within the WCC, these terms will include the formal adoption by Protestant
churches of the Vatican’s criminal policy known as Crimen Sollicitationas, that requires the
systemic cover up and abetting of child trafficking, rape and murder, including the actions of the
murderous Catholic Ninth Circle ritual child-killing network.
The same WCC source stated yesterday,
“At midnight on the solstice a heavily guarded ceremony will be held in the Catholic Basilica NotreDame on Rue Argand in Geneva. Only the top WCC leaders and the Pope will be there. We have all
been warned to keep quiet about it, it’s unofficial and very secret. But it’s the same Basilica where
children went missing in 2014 and ritual killing was indicated. I suspect their June 21 pact will be sealed
in blood.”
In response, an attempt to enforce the standing arrest warrant against Jorge Bergoglio will be made
on June 2018 in Geneva by ITCCS sheriffs aided by local police officers. Also, a protest and counterconference is being held in Geneva on the same day as a witness against the criminal collusion of
the World Council of Churches with the Vatican. The WCC officers have opened themselves to
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citizen arrests and legal sanctions for their colluding with a convicted criminal organization like the
Church of Rome.
This latest obscenity is all the more reason for all citizens to confront the killers in clerical robes,
and for all true Christians to leave these false churches.
For more information about how to be involved with the June 21 actions,
contact itccsoffice@gmail.com or listen every Sunday at 11 pm GMT, 6 pm eastern, to Here We
Stand, at www.bbsradio.com/herewestand .
Issued by the Directorate of The International Tribunal of Crimes of Church and State (ITCCS) and
the Covenant of Free Congregational Christians – The Covenanters
(congregationalcovenant@gmail.com) .

5. Vittness/prerpetrator - russian agent calling himself Vladimir Putin to the Federal Assembly on
the new trio of weapons that Russia has developed.
This testimony has done nothing short of completely changing the strategic balance of the world on
the military level and for the West which has been attempting to take over the world by force since
911 and since this is the only level they operate on, this means that the days of the Project for a New
American Century world takeover by force are
What NATO, the US, Israel and Saudi Arabia wanted, along with all of their Intelligence Agencies,
Corporations, financial bodies and the "elites" who control it all, was to simply go around the world
dictating to leaders, governments, countries and entire peoples what they were to do. You and I
might call this slavery and subjugation or imperialism and colonization and these are things that we
will not tolerate, we call it an attack and the destruction of our sovereignty and they, in their
disconnected alternate realities, call it the New World Order.
How can one weapon, one single invention, change things to the level I have been talking about on
social media and have been writing about? In much of my earlier work I reported on and studied
the Prompt Global Strike Program of NATO and the so-called Anti-Ballistic Missile Shield
architecture, as well as hundreds of academic papers, strategic findings, intelligence reports,
blueprints, geopolitical plans, policy papers and doctrines, such as the RAD from the PNAC
NeoCons, which still appears to be what they are channeling, and more recently the new American
Nuclear Doctrine, and it is clear that all of the thinking and focus of the architects of the global
takeover, revolves around the faulty precept that global Hegemony can be gained through the use
of force where the victims have no recourse or proper means to defend themselves or in fact even
resist.
This same type of recidivist elitist supremacist thinking also applies to their methods in other areas,
for example the attempts at forcing the implementation of instruments of control, such as the TPP,
which would have been a complete and total corporate coup d'état, and the gradual forcing into
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acceptance of mass global genocide under Agenda 21. In short they depend on their victims having
no recourse and in terms of "defense" have no ability to fight back.
To call them cowards is nowhere near how low they truly are, for these are the works of same
demons who have kept innocent men in an illegal torture dungeon for almost two decades now,
arrest and intimidate children, kill pregnant mothers, destroy entire countries, legalize the murder
of journalists and are as you read this, involved in nine illegal active.
Their impunity to violate and ignore every single international law, body and civilized framework
and their only "strength" is their ability to kill and commit the mass murder of huge numbers of
people, even remotely, while enjoying almost no resistance. Kind of like, if you will, what happened
in Las Vegas not long ago, only with the shooter sitting in an armored vehicle perfectly safe and at
no risk, while he is slaughtering people at will. Take this to a grander scale and it is what we have at
the international level. Starting with Star Wars, then the ABM shield then drones, where the killing
is done from the comfort and safety of a bunker thousands of miles away, and then space weapons
and onward, the entire cowardly thinking is not in keeping with any known rules of war or conflict,
but is completely removed from any humanly acceptable practice as it is akin to shooting puppies in
a barrel. These examples quantify Western "Illuminati" New World Order supremacist "tactical"
thinking, simplyu committing genocide at will.
6. Donald Trump

7. Swedish DJ Aviccii
Since the tragic death of Swedish DJ, Avicii, 20.4.18, evidence of the work he was doing to take
down elite pedophile rings is continuing to surface.Friends and colleagues of the music star, born
Ted Bergling, are now coming forward revealing that the 28-year-old had vowed to dedicate the rest
of his life to "protecting vulnerable children" and exposing the global network of elites that "abuse
and rape children for sport."Last week, the Swedish DJ and producer died suddenly under
suspicious circumstances in Muscat, Oman.He was a pioneer in his field and was selling out arena
shows around the world. His explosive directorial debut video "For A Better Day" that is now raising
suspicions that there's more to the 28-year-old Avicii’s untimely death than meets the eye.
Read more at: http://www.neonnettle.com/news/4107-swedish-dj-avicii-found-dead-after-exposingelite-pedophile-ring
© Neon Nettle
http://www.neonnettle.com/news/4107-swedish-dj-avicii-found-dead-after-exposing-elitepedophile-ring
Religious coercion as global terrorism
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Terrorism is a Tactic Not an Ideology. Religions nowadays are corporatized mystical belief
ideologies. We separate the ideologies from globaly organized criminality with aim to kill followers
of other ideologies - Islamism, Christianity, Judaism, not only with the goal of imposing their
religion over others but even mass murdering the followers of other ideologies that are pictured as
opposing and their followers as enemies to be beslaved or killed.
Winning Against Radical Islam is as necessary as winning against radical Christianity that makes
the followers drink blood and eat flesh, and Judaism that kalls all other people – unworthy goyem,
or gentiles (gentlmen). It’s not just about an end to terrorism, it’s about an end to religious
coercion of racist massmurder tradition.

Christians, do your research. There may have been a man that walked the earth in the land known
as Nazareth that attempted to guide the people back to righteousness, but, this man was not JESUS
CHRIST. You see no mention of any man in Nazareth named JESUS mentioned during the meetings
in Rome, or of a woman named Mary (the virgin) giving birth to a child named Jesus.
This would explain why there is so much emphasis put on JESUS CHRIST in the bible, which
further explains why God all of a sudden had to have a “son” (God of Sun was turned to the Son of
God, which is why every picture of Jesus has the sun behind his head. (Sun Ra, Sun of Ra (God)).
The man you acknowledge as Jesus Christ of Nazareth was born in 4 BC; all of the above took place
before that date.
“The only thing necessary for falsehood to triumph is for good men and good women to remain
silent.”
Not only Christianity were based on mythology, but all other religions too without exception.
But mythology comes from the cult-of UR of each indigenous peoples, who have always known the
difference between the Satanic Demons thirsting for human blood and flesh and the Divine Natural
powers as forces of Gods of Love, Fertility and Wealth.
The by Demons possessed humans have the whole spectrum of tools of mass destruction and
deception. All the realms of gold, material resources, and all mainstream ideologies and
corporations have been coerced into Roman IV Reich through the DNB.com, UPIK.de and
Siccode.com registration, and are now controlled by their digitaly electonical Artificial Intelligence.
This is not a drill and not a scary movie, this is a real death camp reality. If we are all in a Demon
possessed death camp that is operated by by demons programmed Artificial Intelligence, then this
is not a condition anybody has knowingly chosen, and it is a criminal war occupation act.
It is most likely that Jesuites created Jesus and Jews, as the false deity that brings all the prier energy
to Jesits-Us Jesus, and a Jesuit-laws inforcing cast Jews, then Jews are the chosen people of Jesuites,
getting the information and resources first hand to manifest the apochaliptic scenario of the Bible,
to massmurder most of the humanity and life on Earth, while Christians pray to JesUs giving all love
and hope to Jesuits – the Wampires, who drink their energy, as well as murderers who mass-murder
the indigenous by commandment of and drink the blood of their tortured children.
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Analyses of the testimonies and facts
In 1848: Jesuit agents funded Ashkenazi Jews, Karl Marx & Friedrich Engels published
“The Communist Manifesto” defined as:
“a theory or system of social organization in which all property is owned by the community and each
person contributes and receives according to their ability and needs.”
to be attempted the implementation in the USSR, China, Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Birma, North
Korea, Cuba and other strategic regions of the world, but all failed.
Interestingly at the same time as he is working on this, Karl Ritter of Frankfurt University was
writing the antithesis which would form the basis for Freidrich Wilhelm Nietzsche’s,
“Nietzscheanism.” This Nietzecheanism was later developed into Fascism and then into Nazism and
was used to foment the first, second world wars, Korean and Vietnam wars.
Marx, Ritter, and Nietzsche were all funded and under the instruction of the Rothschilds (The
Jesuits Knight of Malta militia,Treasure guardians of the Knights Templars) overall conspiracy could
use the differences in those two so-called ideologies to enable them to divide larger and larger
factions of the human race into opposing camps so that they could be armed, indebted and then
brainwashed into fighting and destroying each other, and particularly, to destroy all sovereign
political parties, replace them with their puppets and control or destroy religious institutions. The
same plan put forward by Weishaupt in 1776.
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1849: Gutle Schnaper, Mayer Amschel Rothschild’s wife dies. Before her death she would
nonchalantly state:
“If my sons did not want wars, there would be none.”
Jesuit agents, the Rothschilds love wars because they are massive generators of risk free debt. This is
because they are guaranteed by the government of a country, and therefore the efforts of the
population of that country, and it doesn’t matter if that country loses the war because the loans are
given on the guarantee that the victor will honor the debts of the
vanquished.The oligarchical system of Empires, the Holy Roman Empire had complete control over
this planet since eon, only name changed through wealth transfer. Their new form of Fascism that
had been developed into Nazism and than into the Corporate Feudalism, is now in place in Europe,
US, their Commonwealth, reformed Communist in Russia, China, classic Communist in North
Korea and Cuba, religious Feudalism in some Near East and a merger between their Communism
and Medieval Feudalism and Corporate Feudalism will be implemented in South East Asia by
2015,, known as ASEAN.
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The Holy Roman Empire Actual timeline
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The Jesuits today form the largest men’s single secret military order masqueraded as religious
order of priests and brothers in the Catholic Church,[12] although they are surpassed by the
Franciscan family of first Order of Friars Minor (OFM), OFM Capuchins, and Conventuals. As of 1
January 2013, Jesuits numbered 17,287: 12,298 clerics regular (priests), 2,878 scholastics (students to
become priests), 1,400 brothers (not priests) and 711 novices.[1] In 2012, Mark Raper SJ wrote, “Our
numbers have been in decline for the last 40 years – from over 30,000 in the 1960s to fewer than
18,000 today. The steep declines in Europe and North America and consistent decline in Latin
America have not been offset by the significant increase in South Asia and a small rise in Africa.”[13]
The Society is divided into 83 Provinces with 6 Independent Regions and 10 Dependent Regions,
[interactive map with offices contact]. On 1 January 2007, members served in 112 nations on six
continents with the largest number in India and the USA. Their average age was 57.3 years: 63.4
years for priests, 29.9 years for scholastics, and 65.5 years for brothers.[14]
The current Superior General of the Jesuits is also the Black and White Pope, the Knight Templars
Grand Master Pope Francis. The Society is characterized by its ministries in the fields
of missionary work, human rights, social justice and, most notably, higher education. It operates
colleges and universities in various countries around the world and is particularly active in
the Philippines and India. In the United States it maintains more than 50 colleges, universities and
high schools. A typical conception of the mission of a Jesuit school will often contain such concepts
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as proposing Christ as the model of human life, the pursuit of excellence in teaching and learning
and lifelong spiritual and intellectual growth.
This is their plan to encircle their own China and their Russia, to divide larger and larger factions of
the human race, at the same time internally and carefully orchestrating the “Color Revolution”
funding, training inside their opposition and strategic countries so that both sides could be armed,
indebted and then brainwashed into fighting and destroying each other indefinitely in order for
the oligarchical system of Empires to survive.
The British Empire is pushing hard to save their bankrupted system by provoking their China and
their Russia into World War 3 and, at the same time, eliminating food production across the globe
via weather manipulation, water pollution, economic crisis engineering, other agenda 21 types with
the aim to reduce the world population from 7 billion to less than one billion people in order for the
victor to consolidate the wealth of the world.
War is the greatest debt creator know to mankind.
So why do we resist the idea that both sides of wars are typically funded by the same bankers?
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Are we scared of the implications?
Could they be manipulating the wars into happening for their own profits?
The Empire system Administrators:
http://www.seawapa.com/2012/12/world-government_8561.html
The Rothschilds:
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http://www.seawapa.com/2013/01/rothschild.html
The House of Windsor:
http://www.seawapa.com/2013/11/house-of-windsor.html
Their Endless Wars system:
http://www.seawapa.com/2013/01/the-british-empire-wars-system.html
Their CIA Operations:
http://www.seawapa.com/2014/03/35-countries-where-us-has-supported.html
Their Agenda 21 programs:
http://www.seawapa.com/2013/01/agenda-21-rebranded-future-earth.html
Their “freedom” of the Press is Freedom to manipulate the masses:
http://www.seawapa.com/2013/12/freedom-of-press-is-freedom-to.html
Humankind global peaceful development aspects:
http://www.seawapa.com/2012/07/about-seawapacom.html
___
http://www.seawapa.co/2014/06/how-world-is-governed.html
World War III has been ongoing since the very end of the WW II as the Bilderberg group approved
the act of Silent Weapons for Quite Wars
(http://www.stopthecrime.net/docs/SILENT%20WEAPONS%20for%20QUIET%20WARS.pdf)
World War III is not only in progress as we speak, but it has entered its most destructive phase yet.
It has already taken at least a four milliard lives just in the 20th century by systemic depopulation
processes –
1) termination of some 30% of the world’s bloodlines by prevention of their moment of conception
by contraceptives, abortions and disinformation on overpopulation
2) through chemical and biological warfare with man-made diseases caused by vaccines and viruses
like HIV and uncountable others. Milliards of lives have been maimed and devastated through
immunological, neurological and genetic illnesses caused fully or partially by fluoridation, food
poisoning by Codex Alimentarious and more recently by genetically modified organisms. Casualties
of this one-sided and silent war are unimaginably high and somewhere in the vicinity of 2 billion
people. This war has also claimed the health of one-third of humanity. The murderers at the helms
of our countries have redefined the meaning of war and have made the Nazis and the fascists of the
past century look like petty criminals. The big Pharma medicine industry causes death and
insickening of masses and opium drug industry is run by members of the governments.
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3) chemtrails and pretense-fertilisers that are bioweapons of mass destruction that poison our air
and land https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/13/science/virosphere-evolution.html
4) global nuclear pollution through cold and hot nuclear warfare through nuclear bomb testing and
nuclear power plant sabotage and arranged warfare covering nuclear power plant destruction
attacks into accidents. Use of The ICRP risk and consequence model that underestimates the
consequences 1000s of times than the more accurate ECRR-model that is neglected.
5) Military Industrial Complex that includes all Nuclear Power Plants and Radiation Protection
Agencies that are massmurdering people just by false information about the levels of radiation
exposure that are dangerous through recommendation of a criminal radiation risk model called
ICRP-model, that thousands of times underestimates the amount of victims counted in
epidemiological studies, instead of the more accurate one – ECRR-model.
5) microwave technologies as secret weapons of mass destruction. G4 G5 masts and the WIFI and
mobile generator device grid.
6) bio robotisation of humans through unvoluntary schooling and law enforcement of
UNIDROIT.org global Roman Talmudic law unification in all corporatized leftovers of countries
7) human trafficking for needs of creatures involved in cannibalism and pedophilia, (usual suspect
is any church)
8) hybridisation of humans imposing involuntary DNA changing foods and overall nature
environment with nano-chips and GMO sprayed through chemtrails
9) cavism (living in caves-tunnel cities like Getty to be protected from disasters criminals impose on
the overall population) of groups hidden behind the veil of pretended power – the power of mass
murderers who don’t stop the apocalyptic plans.
10) most of the 7 milliard people are exposed to suffering and torture of poverty and submission to
slavery due to the imposed unnatural scarcity of basic resources like water, food and shelter based
in the 3 papal crown syndicate concern takeover of all resources into mega corporations for which
they are forced to work unreasonably many hours to survive receiving the fake money issued by
private conspiring banks of global Papacy, who by control of money manifest their private
ownership of the people (proclaimed in 3 papal bulls) whom they provide money to depending on
the support to this genocidal system in various very discriminating amounts.
11) genocidal religions.

Depopulation Matrix draft
The implicit justification for depopulation is the belief that the planet has a limited carrying
capacity. It is believed that a matrix of depopulation projects have been covertly introduced to
reduce population and these are listed below as a Matrix of Global Control
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Matrix of Global control is the covert depopulation and coerced globalization project on the basis
that:
Covert depopulation is carried out to prevent war and attain sustainability
Coerced globalisation is aimed to enable resource sharing and eradication of poverty

Inner circle: Demographic transition [reversal] Depopulation genocide
Purpose is to attain sub-replacement level of fertility until optimal population reached, to attain an
optimum life expectancy of 70 years; Thereafter birth/death parity at 10 per thousand in perpetuity.
1. Biological methods
1.1 Heirarchical governing structures are permitted to commit structural violence. To facilitate
compartmentalisation of knowledge to hide true intent of policies and deceive people to work
against their own best interests and towards their own demise.
1.2 Restrict childbearing to married couples only.
1.2.1. Define a minimum marriage age to delay childbearing.
 Polygamy
 Secularisation of marriage and ease of divorce
 Encourage aberrant sexual behaviour and give same sex couples same status as
heterosexuals to diminish the family structure.
 Religious authorities set ethical boundaries.
 Sterilize only in the process of healing disease (humanae vitae)
 Keep people obedient and submissive
 Justify depopulation as the will of God
International authorities UN system





Coordinate, gather data and keep track of progress
Apply pressure on governments
Groom and co-opt individuals and organisations
Control the top.

Vaccines
 Depopulation by mandatory immunization replaces depopulation by covert chemical
poisoning
 Laced with anti-fertility hormones
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New vaccines tamper with the genetic modulation of apoptosis

Genetics, drugs and pandemics
 Gene editing technology used to reprogram body for sterility
 All pandemics and epidemics from HIV to Ebola are man made
 All infectious disease protocols from malaria to water bore diseases used to sterilise the
developing world.
Medical and scientific authorities
 Provide duplicitous or false research to render medicines and public health into
handmaidens of genocide.
 Encourage drug abuse and medical procedures that damage fertility and immunbity to
comply with humanae vitae.

2 Chemical
Turn the basic elements of life into weapons of mass sterility and morbidity.
More than 30000 identified carcinogenic mutagenic toxic to reproduction and bioaccumulative
chemicals.
Chemtrails
 Increase the levels of heavy metals in the atmosphere to shorten lifespan. Welsbach (?)
materials
 Increase aluminium in water to bind with fluoride and lower toxicity threshold levels.
GMOs pesticides and herbicides
 By declaring GMOs substantially equivalent while at eth same time intellectual property
the depopulators have seized control over food.
 By refusing to label GMO consumers are forced to eat depop food.
 All processed food is depop food.
Wifi radiation
 Exposure to high levels of electromagnetic radiation and absence of safeguards and
warnings sterilise people.
 Untested proliferation makes EMF radiation inescapable
Financial authorities and corporations
 Fund the death program and adulterate basic elements of life with depop poisons
 Block access to markets and devalue currencies of dissenting nations
 Cut off investments
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Monetary coercion has replaced military force.

Fluoridation



Water, salt, milk, dental treatments and products adulterated
Codex alimentarius designates fluoride to be an essential mineral to adulterate food and
drinks without need for labelling.

Potential new threats
 Nanomaterials
 GM mosquitoes
 Antibiotic resistant bacteria
 CRISPR-Con (?)
PSYCHOSOCIAL:
Legal authorities
 Provide legal cover and immunity from prosecution
 Maintain the illusion of a rule of law
 Make legal covenants conditional to provide loopholes for covert methods of depopulation.
Concentration of wealth and destruction of the middle class
 To limit consumption, the number of children families can raise and the social
infrastructure can invest in
 Transfer capital from developed to developing countriesn to eradicate world poverty
Political authorities provide political cover
 Mutual coercion mutually agreed upon
 Choose low, medium or high trajectory to depopulation
 Preserve the illusion of democracy
 Feign the legitimacy of the State while committing genocide
Suppression of wages
 To create class of working poor to deny them financial means to raise children
 Keep youth unemployed and underpaid so they cannot form families during the best years
of reproduction
Media authorities
 Maintain publication ban on all things depop
 Keep the public distracted and misinformed
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Demonise and vilify dissenting governments and individuals
Promote social movements that are antithetical to the family

Criminalise poverty and formerly acceptable social behaviour.
 To wage asymmetrical war of attrition against the poor, the weak and the foreign
 Zero tolerance domestic law/ three strikes law perfect examples of excessive and unjust
incarceration
Military and Intelligence authorities
 Provide plausible deniability and full spectrum dominance
 Provide Deep State collaborations and carry out false flag events
 Erect and maintain multiple walls of deception, culture of secrecy and system of retaliation
 Entire world a theatre of war

ECONOMIC
Inflation
 Debt and land grabs
 Wages kept behind inflation to reduce disposable income and use GDP to depopulate
 Transfer of land from farmers and rangers to agribusiness giants and industrial feed lots to
control food.
 Foreign aid followed by world bank loans and IMF austerity programs to create spiralling
debt
Extend compulsory education and demand unnecessary credentials
 Compulsory education beyond the requirements of employers delay economic
independence needed to start families and raise children
 On the Job training replaced by college education to delay earning wages.
Bring women into the workforce.
 Subject women to economic competition to force them to leave home and have no time for
children.
 Make families dependent on 2 wages
 Delay first birth past 30 years by subjecting women to market forces.
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Digitalisation and biorobotisation through blockchain

Islam approval and adoption of blockchain technology means that it is accepted to some degree by
every people group in the world. Once the central banks determine exactly how their Bitcoin
replacement can be rolled out, the world will be ‘captured’ for Technocracy. There’s no denying that
digital cryptocurrencies have captured the imagination of Gen-X’rs and millennials throughout the
Western world in recent years. But amid the excitement surrounding this new virtual money,
questions have arisen about whether bitcoin and other cryptocurrency will ever evolve into a stable,
reliable form of money that is accepted everywhere.
While there has been nary a peep from Christian leaders on this subject while they should have
gotten their heads in the game. As we know that the rulers are Jesuits, who have created all big
corporate religions - the serious reservations about cryptocurrency coming from the Islamic world
will be dealt with as usual.
As long as the world’s fastest-growing religious-political system — now encompassing one-fifth of
the world’s population – considers digital currency haram, or forbidden, it is unlikely that such a
system would gain widespread global acceptance. As recently as December a popular Saudi cleric
ruled that cryptocurrencies are prohibited under Islamic Sharia law, citing their speculative nature
and the ease with which the virtual coins can be used for money laundering and criminal
enterprise.
“We know that bitcoins remain anonymous when you deal with it… which means that it’s an open
gate for money laundering, drug money and haram (forbidden) money; you can just put it there and
no one can trace you… so there is a lot of ambiguity,” said Sheikh Assim al-Hakeem. But what if
cyrptocurrencies now considered haram by Muslim leaders could be made halal, or acceptable,
under Sharia law? It seems all that Islamic scholars had to do was say the word, giving a few details
on why they didn’t like cryptocurrencies, and the financial industry started working overtime to
deliver a product that assuages their concerns. Several companies, after consulting with Islamic
financial gurus, have launched new digital coins backed by physical assets, proving just how
important they consider the Sharia stamp of approval. A company called OneGram obtained a
ruling that its cryptocurrency conforms with Islamic law from Dubai-based Al-Maali Consulting. In
Malaysia, HelloGold launched an initial offer of its gold-backed cryptocurrency, receiving approval
from Islamic scholars at Kuala Lumpur-based Amanie Advisors. The most recent evidence of
Islamic warming to the boom in bitcoin came in a 21-page paper published April 5 by Islamic
scholar Mufti Muhammad Abu-Bakar, who declared that bitcoin, and cryptocurrency in general, are
indeed Sharia compliant.
So if governments pursue blockchain networks as the gateway to a cashless society, Wood believes
it will come about as part of a super network where data is centrally stored.
Ginni Rometty, the CEO of IBM, has said: “What the internet did for communications, blockchain
will do for trusted transactions.” And Forbes, fleshes Rometty’s statement out further by saying
“You can think of blockchain as the “internet of value.”
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Now that one-fifth of the world’s population seems to be warming up to this new technology, the
chances that cryptocurrencies could form the basis of a new cashless society have been magnified
exponentially.
Digitization also includes the cryptocurrencies, the blockchain moneys floating around – of
which the most famous one is Bitcoin. It brings .... For the latter we must wake up to see the
propaganda fraud going on before our eyes, and to resist the robot and electronic money onslaught
being unleashed on us.
Jezuits around the world work hard to get bankers and politicians around the world to build this
emerging prison planet. The government used obscure and boring wording to conceal the true
purpose of the Federal Reserve from the average American. It’s done the same thing with FATCA. In
reality, FATCA is all about setting up the architecture for a global tax. Politicians around the world
see citizens as milk cows. They merely exist to be squeezed to the last drop. Welcome to the new
feudalism.
This new cashless money model is progressively but brutally introduced to the Swiss and Europeans
at large – as they are not told what’s really happening behind the scene. If anything, the populace is
being told that paying will become much easier. You just swipe your card – and bingo. No more
signatures, no more looking for cash machines – your bank account is directly charged for whatever
small or large amount you are spending. And naturally and gradually a ‘small fee’ will be introduced
by the banks. And you are powerless, as a cash alternative will have been wiped out.
The upwards limit of how much you may charge onto your bank account is mainly set by yourself,
as long as it doesn’t exceed the banks tolerance. But the banks’ tolerance is generous. If you exceed
your credit, the balance on your account quietly slides into the red and at the end of the month you
pay a hefty interest; or interest on unpaid interest – and so on. And that even though interbank
interest rates are at a historic low. The Swiss Central Bank’s interest to banks, for example, is even
negative; one of the few central banks in the world with negative interest, others include Japan and
Denmark.
When I talked recently to the manager of a Geneva bank, he said, it’s getting much worse. ‘We are
already closing all bank tellers, and so are most of the other banks’. Which means staff layoffs –
which of course makes it only selectively to the news. Bank employees and managers must pass an
exam with the Swiss banking commission, for which they have study hundreds of extra hours
within a few months to pass a test – usually planned for weekends, so as not to infringe on the
banks’ business hours. You got to chances to pass. If you fail you are out, joining the ranks of the
unemployed. The trend is similar throughout Europe. The manager didn’t reveal the topic and
reason behind the ‘retraining’ – but it became obvious from the ensuing conversation that it had to
do with the ‘cashless overtake’ of people by the banks. These are my words, but he, an insider, was
as concerned as I, if not more.
Surveillance is everywhere. Now, not only our phone calls and e-mails are spied on, but our bank
accounts are too. And what’s worse, with a cashless economy, our accounts are vulnerable to be
invaded by the state, by thieves, by the police, by the tax authority, by any kind of authority – and,
of course, by the very banks that have had your trust for all your life. Remember the ‘bail-ins’ first
tested in early 2013 in Cyprus? – Bail-ins will become common practice for any bank that has abused
its greed for profit and would go belly-up, if there wouldn’t be all those deposits from customers.
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Even shareholders are not safe. This has been quietly decided on some two years ago, both in the
US and also by the non-elected white-collar mafia, the European Commission – EC.
Cashless trials are going on elsewhere, especially in Nordic countries, where selected department
stores and supermarkets do no longer take cash. Another monstrous trial has been carried out in
India a year ago, in the last quarter of 2016, where from one day to another 80% of the most popular
money notes were eliminated, and could only be exchanged for new notes by banks and through
bank accounts. And this in an almost pure cash country, where half the population has no bank
account, and where remote rural areas have no banks. People were lied to so that the sudden
introduction had maximum effect.
It caused massive famine and thousands of people died, as they had suddenly no acceptable cash to
buy food – all instigated by the USAID Project ‘Catalyst’, in connivance with the Indian rulers and
central bank. It was a trial. It was a disaster. If it works in India with 1.3 billion people, two thirds of
whom live in rural areas and most of them have no bank account, the scam could be applied in any
developing country – see also India – Crime of the Century – Financial
Genocide http://thesaker.is/india-crime-of-the-century-financial-genocide/
What is going on in Switzerland is a trial with the high end of populations. How is the upper crust
taking to such radical changes in our daily monetary routine? – So far not many protests have been
noticed. There is a weak referendum being launched by a group of people who want the Swiss
Central Bank be the only institution that can make money, like in the ‘olden days’. Though a very
respectable idea, the referendum has no chance in today’s banking and debt-finance environment,
where youth is being indoctrinated with the idea that swiping your card in front of an electronic eye
is cool. Today, most money is made by private banks, like elsewhere in Europe and the US.
Worldwide banking deregulation, initiated by the Clinton Administration in the 1990s – today a
rule for any member of the World Trade Organization (WTO) – has made this all possible.
Digitalization and robotization is just beginning. Staffed check-out counters in supermarkets are
dwindling; most of them are automatic – and that happened within the last year. – Where are the
employees gone? – I asked an attendant who helped the customers through the self-checkout. ‘They
joined the ranks of unemployed’, she said with a sad face, having lost several of her colleagues. ‘It
will hit me too, as soon as they don’t need me anymore to show the customers on how to auto-pay.’
Cryptocurrencies are officially forbidden in Russia and China, though stopping
cryptocurrency dealings by individuals is hardly possible. They do not touch the traditional
banking system. That’s why major banks hate them.
We are currently at cross-roads, where we still can either decide to follow the discourse of a new
electronic monetary era, with ever less to say about the product of our work, our money; or
whether, We the People, will resist a banking / finance system that has full control over our
financial resources, and which can literally starve us into submission or death, if we don’t behave. In
order to resist we need an alternative monetary system or monetary network, away from the dollareuro hegemony.
All the more important is the ascent of another economy, another payment and transfer scheme
which already exists in the East, the Chinese International Paymen, totally System (CIPS),
effectively a replacement of SWIFT, totally privately run and linked to the US-dollar and US banks.
The world needs a multipolar economy, based on the real output of a country or society, as is the
case in China and Russia, not one based on fiat money as is the current western economy.
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By their Bloody Deeds will you know them: Another Vatican-led Holocaust Surfaces

Catholic Ustashe soldiers prepare to murder a Serb, Jasenovac death camp, 1944
Over a million people were slaughtered at the Catholic-run Jasenovac death camp in Croatia: a
crime authorized by Hitler's good friend, Pope "Pius", and concealed for decades by Rome and
America. Like in Canadian Indian residential schools, the camp was run by Catholic clergy and
targeted non-Catholic children. The Vatican continues to sit on the looted wealth of these
murdered people and the evidence of its Satanic practices.
An eyewitness to the Jasenovac atrocities, Dr. Srboljub Zivanovic, joins us today. Against enormous
opposition, Dr. Zivanovic led the campaign to uncover the mass graves at the camp and bring the
Catholic-Ustashe criminals to justice. We will discuss the parallels between Vatican genocide
around the world, and how and why this oldest criminal conspiracy in history must be stopped.
Also featured will be updates from Operation Atonement, the campaign to disestablish criminal
churches, and the upcoming June 21 protest and counter-conference in Geneva to expose and stop a
planned Ninth Circle Satanic ritual led by Jorge Bergoglio, "pope Francis".
Basic armies of this III WW are the lying and bio robotised officials – in priesthood, education,
media, government and courts. They all are withheld in power by the army of lawyers employed by
3 Crown corporation Roman law sceem.
And - Banking system is the source of all evils financing the mass murder of all living systems.
Total scam with no use of real money – just total racist dictatorship of fiction of digital flows of
resources generated by Racist Rothschild Roman Reich to eliminate the resistance and protection of
the Nations and finance war and suffering economies of military industrial complex that have taken
over all the resources of the nations of the planet.
Roman Pontiff is NULLIFIED
To stop the staged death of civilisations Diarchs Ditta and Leif of Godland have declared to
BE IT KNOWN that as of June 11, 12017 (10´added indigenous) the UNAM SANCTUM of 1302 which
declares it “absolutely necessary for salvation that every human creature be subject to the Roman
Pontiff” is NULLIFIED. The Universe, inclusive of Earth, is returned to all men and women alive,
THE RIGHTFUL HUMAN HEIRS OF CREATION.
BE IT KNOWN that as of June 11, 12017 the United Nations, Vatican City parent corporation, is
FORCLOSED. Vatican City is REPOSSESSED. The office of “Pontiff” is RETIRED. The Vatican is
officially and lawfully DIVESTED OF POWER.
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BE IT FURTHER KNOWN that all encyclicals, bulls, orders, decrees, and statements coming out of
the Vatican City State or through any of its representatives are NULL AND VOID UPON
INCEPTION.
BE IT FURTHER KNOWN that the genocidal global banking system is canceled by this
document and others like Bank Charters Cancelled on Oct 24 2012: (Refer: TRUE BILL: WA DC
UCC Doc# 2012114776 Oct 24 2012)
BE IT FURTHER KNOWN that as of Declaration on June 10, 12017, under the court decision
of March 7, 12016 Diarchs of Godland convicted the corporation LR MINISTRU KABINETS
pretending to be representatives of state, and LR MINISTRU KABINETS officers are convicted
of fraud, extortion, human trafficking, involuntary servitude, murder, high treason, and crimes
against humanity, all Vatican controlled corporate governmental powers and authority are
revoked and nullified and all such personnel are hereby ordered to immediately prepare
Indigenous Decentralisation.
Whereas Ditta & Leif of Godland have declared Indigenous Decenralisation on any and all
corporate CHARTERS of all business corporations pretending to be governments of peoples
of all 200 states of the world such as Switzerland, Austria, Vatican, China, Japan, City of London,
Russia, Israel, DC Columbia, The United States Federal Government, UNITED STATES of America,
“STATE of ...", business corporation United Nations registered i New York, Inclusive of any and all
abbreviations, idem sonans, or other legal, financial or managerial forms, any and all international
equivalents, inclusive of any and all OFFICES, inclusive of any and all OFFICERS, PUBLIC
SERVANTS, EXECUTIVE ORDERS, TREATIES, CONSTITUTIONS, MEMBERSHIP, ACTS, and any
and all other contracts and agreements made thereunder and thereby, are now, void, worthless, or
otherwise cancelled, unrebutted;
WHEREAS the conditions set forth by the Rulers of Godland fr 11.6.12017 and Baltic Sea Indigenous
Court order fr 7.3.12016, have been breached; and WHEREAS clause 29 among other states:
“Breaches of these clauses shall result in reprisals;” and
WHEREAS, according to International Law, a reprisal is an act of restoration, short of war, for
damage or loss suffered;
and WHEREAS on 1st of June, 12015, an indigenous peoples court, the Baltic Sea Indigenous Court ,
was reestablished; and WHEREAS the needs and aspirations of each man and woman are therefore
protected by the wise and loving indigenous elders;
WHEREAS Indigenous people of Latvia have used their own traditional ancient wisdom and have
reestablished Indigenous law through recent declarations (http://www.labie.lv/deklaracijas/ ),
Latvian Society Latvian Honor Court had 15.20.15 among others reestablished following laws for the
Indigenous People
3. Traditional structures of INDIGENOUS men and women make orders to county and state
executives (PAMATIEDZĪVOTĀJU tradicionālās pašnoteikšanās struktūras rīko pašvaldību un valsts
izpildvaras )
4. Traditional structures consist of INDIGENOUS Courts and INDIGENOUS konns/-as who
represent INDIGENOUS people (PAMATIEDZĪVOTĀJU tradicionālās pašnoteikšanās struktūras
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sastāv no ķēniņiem/-nēm kas pārstāv viņus/-as izraudzījušās dzimtas un PAMATIEDZĪVOTĀJU Goda
tiesām)
5. County and state institutions have to know INDIGENOUS rights and to implement them
(pašvaldībām un valsts institūciju darbiniekiem ir jāzin PAMATIEDZĪVOTĀJU tiesības un jāīsteno tās
)
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Baltic Sea Indigenous Court on behalf of Konns of
Godland that the will of the Konns of Godland be fulfilled and immediate action taken to reestablish the structures of legitimate states.
For Latvijas Republika use statutes of state founding structures from 1938 starting with the
Statutes of the central foreign occupying structure – by Latvian Society nationalised central
bank Latvijas Banka http://www.labie.lv/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/centr%C4%81lbankasstatuti-19.g.pdf .
Be it known that by a written document, dated 11.06.17 , Ditta and Leif of Godland reestablished peace and the structures of legitimate state Latvijas Republika using statutes of
state´s basic organisations from 1938, before it was occupied by any foreign military troops
or foreign banks. This goal is achieved by Structure Investigations and dismantling of those
found to be foreign colonizing private structures and rebuilding the base of our origin Indigenous World Order, through Indigenous Decentralisation.

Monarchy State Sweden
As Monarch of State Sweden, Leif Erlingsson has proclaimed a legitimate state for the
Swedish nation (http://monarkin-staten-sverige.lege.net/ ), and has lawfully freed everybody
from previous contracts and agreements with foreign corporations. The proclamation has
been registered 8.9.17. at the Nacka District Court in connection with public testimony in
courtroom before about 100 professional participants, where the Indigenous Court's
decision on the method of disposal of spent nuclear fuel was submitted.
It is the one who has the Power to create money who has the real power. Monarch of State
Sweden has given the real power back to The People as people called Energisers do create
oxa money themselves in co-creation with societies of Indigenous people.
All forms of war have become criminalized and prohibited.
Holocaust of Swedes ends NOW!
Monarchy State Sweden is part of Godland through Diarchy of Leif Erlingsson, Leif of
Godland with Ditta of Godland, Ditta af Östersjöväldet, Konna of Godland – Ditta Rietuma.
State Latvija Republic president
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Ditta Rietuma is also President of state Latvija Republic. Monarchy State Sweden and State
Latvija Republic are thus two states that acknowledge each other. State Latvija's Republic
re-establishment documents are available at http://www.latvijasrepublika.info/ .
Church corporations are mass murdering banks and land grabbers
Santos Bonachi https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mTHoZyDBDbM
Saint Kevin Annet www.itccs.org

Indigenous World Order Court BSIC co-operates with international Courts
Baltic Sea Indigenous Court with Ditta Rietuma, Leif Erlingsson, Christopher Busby, Per
Hegelund, Lars Solstråle, Jan Rosebeck, Mikael Karlsson, Gints Sulmeisters, Valdis
Freimantals, Astrida Berzina, and plenty of other indigenous judges on all coasts of the
Baltic Sea are in close co-operation with various international courts of the world.
The Kuala Lumpur War Crimes Commission (KLWCT),
also known as the Kuala Lumpur War Crimes Tribunal, is a Malaysian organisation established
in 2007 by Mahathir Mohamad to investigate war crimes. The KLWCC was instigated as an
alternative to the International Criminal Court in The Hague, which Mahathir accused of bias in its
selection of cases to cover.
THE PEOPLE'S PROTECTION COURT with Kevin Galalae
https://wikispooks.com/wiki/File:THE_PEOPLE%27S_PROTECTION_COURT.pdf
International Tribunal for Crimes of Church and State with Kevin Annet
http://itccs.org/
ITCCS Aim:
1. To identify, disrupt and stop church-related child torture, trafficking and murder and the
institutions causing it, and
2. To enforce standing common law arrest and reclamation warrants against convicted churches
and individuals.
ITCCS Means:
1. Public Teach-ins and Educational Forums
2. Public Protests and Non-Violent Civil Disobedience and Occupations
3. Citizen Arrests and Seizure of Criminal Assets and Property
4. Public Tribunals and Common Law Court Trials
5. Long-term Boycott and Financial Sanctions and Sabotage
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Corporate expropriation of Indigenous land and society through Fraud of Identity
Authority and false means of exchange used in financial manipulations.

The IV Roman Reich syndicate through privately owned corporation NORDEA bank from
Sweden, and foreign private courts pretending to represent state, have expropriated the
last and only Latvian society, registered on Statutes fr 1938, legitimately restauring state ”Latvijas
Republika”, established 18.11.1918 and still not renewed, but fraudulently being replaced by
Rothchild, Soros, Crown etc corporations that occupy Latvia. This III WW is financial and media
war through illegitimate inforcedment of their corporate statutes and rules, that are no laws
approved by the People.
F ex Bank Nordea is in criminal conspiracy with central banks. NORDEA ows Ditta Rietuma and Pr
Chris Busby 37,5 million Euros as Nordea has not returned their skeem contracts and still hold them
in their fraudfull system receiving 25 times more money from Rothchild private centralbank Latvijas
Banka that goes around some 10 times a year. But NORDEA wins in Sigulda court - ex of systemic
fraud that has made almost a third of Latvias population to leave Latvia and the rest to live in a
death camp like conditions of foreign law and bank tirany.
A pretence bailiff refusing to legitimize his identity and respond to structure evaluation has sold on
digtalised automatic IT sale land and home “Izumi” of indigenous family of Ditta Rietuma, konna of
Godland. “Izumi” in Villasmuiža, Ropazu district in Latvia is even the land hired by Ditta Rietuma
to society “Latviešu Biedrība” that is the founding block of state ”Latvijas Republika” that has
through fraud been stolen by Roman Reich conglamerat. “Izumi” is even the registered address of
Latvian Society “Latviešu Biedrība”. Farm “Izumi” is the holy land on the border between ancient
Latvian tribes Livi and Lotgolians with one of the very last Indigenous oak temples, pagan baptizing
and adulthood Inauguration chapels. In Europe all pagan temples have been forbidden and are still
being exterminated and their keepers kept under complex inquisition. Roman Reich gets properties.
Holocaust of Latvians and Swedes ends NOW!
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Holy vittnesses involved in crimes of Genocide
Declaration of Peace was issued in June to escape need to arrest and detain to examin in
sheriffs facilities Georg Soros, Pope Francis, Vaira Vike Freiberga, Ināra Murniece,
Raimonds Vējonis, Einars Repse, central banker Ilmars Rimsevics, Dzintars Rasnačs,
Andrejs Sonciks, Ilze Cirule, Kaspars Abolins, Inese Gailite, Jurijs Strods, Edwin Balsivics,
pretence bailiff Raimonds Mezins, pretence judges Maija Dreimane, Ilze Apse for crimes of
genocide towards indigenous people, and war crimes towards legitimate state Latvijas
Republika citizens.
All militia and National Guard were deputized to carry out warrant in case of resistance to reestablishment of legitimate state Latvijas Republika with state owned central bank and 49
kommercial banks of the state as well as establishment of 3000 local ethnogenetical societies that
employ all deputies as well as indigenous rights according to the 9 declarations of indigenous
people of Latvia and Baltic Sea area, found on http://www.labie.lv/deklaracijas/ .
As they neglected the chance to answer we now are satisfied that there is probable cause for
IMMEDIATE ARREST of any man or woman resisting re-establishment of 2 legitimate states
Latvijas Republika and Monarchy State Sweden, and all the other by corporations
overtaken states , as it is in the best interest of the safety and well-being of humanity to
stop nuclear war and depopulation systems.

Criminalising corporations of Iron Death Cage
The Criminalisation process is made up of three components:
1.

Creation of a social order. This is both a socio-economic process, a fundamental ordering
of social relations so that those things necessary for social survival can be produced and
distributed in some predictable fashion and an ideological process so that there can be a
development of values, beliefs, and ideas related to the concrete tasks of production and
distribution. Thus, the Diarchs of Godland develop restoration of the indigenous apparatus
of law creation, law enforcement and punishment and the system is acceptable to the
majority of those who live in the community as it is based on the common sense and heart
consciousness of local indigenous people. If the laws do not match the general mores, their
enforcement will be a source of friction and disharmony. Conformity to the social order
must, for the most part, be self-enforced.
2. For those times when self-enforcement fails, society must create a legal order. This part of
the process sees the centralisation of power within the institutions of the political state.
Some states justified the criminalisation process as demonstrating their concerns about
safety and security, the policy of control, policing, criminal justice, and penal practice. The
corporate states had privatised the functions of the administration of billions of people into
a very centralized grid totally controlled by VISA and MASTERcard corporation owners.
Diarchs are decentralising the global network by giving power back to the native people of
each region. This is changing the character and content of the remaining institutions of the
state which must now work co-operatively with indigenous peoples. This order is
centralized by the fact that it is controlled by the Diarchs who are installing an Indigenous
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University for education of indigenous people, loyal management providers and the
rehabilitation of the violent mass murderous employees who will now be leaving the
corporations in great numbers and need support and de-programming from their violent
bio-robotisation experiences.
3. Each member of the previous political order must realign to the local indigenous
people of the district through Indigenous Decentralisation, so that the recharged
political entities such as managers, legislators and judges set agreed targets for indigenous
state control and then produce actual outputs of the legal indigenous order, i.e. of people
defined as engaged in criminal corporations and processed out of that criminal system,
while the corporation may be being resized into structures loyal to and manageable by the
local indigenous peoples.
Primary parameters in Indigenous Decentralization
Independent supreme judges of the “BSIC / CNWS X” hereby provide SOS decisions for parameters
of systemic errors of Nuclear War Systems to be replaced by safe indigenous systems creating
thriving societies of Peace-Love-Understanding. These are the orders. Indeed - not following them
will keep the society close to the risk of extinction. This is not a drill, but true emergency and a real
solution.
Method is scientific and administrative - to criminalize genocidal systems without hurting people
within them and to speed up the processes of updating healthy systems.
Referee judges of CNWS agreed on the following primary parameters in Indigenous
Decentralization of the matrix of Criminal Nuclear War Systems (CNWS).
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

We rely on the wisdom and virtues of local indigenous people as a fundamental love
civilisation to manage the lands and property of their predecessors and to restore the
power systems and teach the next generations.
We decentralise the global New World Order corporation networks that have replaced
sovereign states by corrupting the governments and parliaments through godless laws and
monetary fraud and submit all the corporations to Indigenous Decentralisation by locals.
We use the ECRR- radiation risk model, instead of ICRP, to predict radioactivity risk. We
forbid mind control technologies, WIFI and data overexposure of children and grownups.
We decentralise Nuclear and other attack war weapons producing industries.
We decentralise all scientific and education institutions that support the concepts of
nuclear war systems and war as such.
We decentralise all global financial war economy corporations – as IMF, Holy Sea, World
Bank, Bis.org, Unidroit.org, etc and call for a Bretton Woods II type meeting for sovereign
National currencies to be based upon and attached to Indigenous oxa money that is selfcreated and accounted at Indigenous court, and is backed by the living seeds and the loving
spirits. We decentralise commercial banks that are not loyal to Indigenous people and we
start by decentralizing the ones that finance nuclear war possibility.
We decentralize all housing and land management corporations to be managed by
indigenous people.
We decentralise corporate administrative institutions of courts and governments that can
not prove their loyalty to indigenous people and are found guilty administering
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9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

expropriation of property and offspring of local people as well as in other forms of
genocide
We decentralise corporate media that induces bio-robotisation of people.
We decentralise religious institutions that stop human communication with the higher
forces and support nuclear war systems. We forbid Satanism and the sekts that cultivate it.
We decentralise institutions destroying health and environment.
We deconstruct corporations as NATO-OTAN, Pravitelstvo RF in Russia, Ministry of State
Security in China Peoples Rep and all other military corporations and war mangling
companies that are not loyal to indigenous peoples.
We deconstruct UN and EURATOM as the source of fashist European Federation etc.
We Love every human being, Protect their divine rights and Understand them. We endorce
all Gods of Love, Peace and Understanding. Tax shall not exeed 1/10 and shall not support
any Satanist activities and war mangling.

The Statement of Claim
An organized system of abduction, exploitation, torture, exile and murder of large numbers of
women, men and children by nuclear war systems appears to exist in Latvia, Sweden and in all
other countries of the world, and it is operated by fraudulent corporations pretending to be
structures of the state. It involves so called state police department, state judiciary, state
government and illegitimately federal government of EU, including global military industrial
complex. Nuclear War Systems (NWS) consist of automated and corporate administration
including military industrial complex, churches, laws, courts and prisons, finance and banking,
labor market, food and water industry, health insurance, pharma, land ownership, housing
ownership, media, communications, energy industries, technology, education, life care corporations
etc.
These fraudulent nuclear war system are highly funded and linked to criminal organizations of
Satanist cannibalism in various churches, and foreign mobsters from Russia, UK, Netherlands,
Rome, Israel, China, Switzerland and the USA etc., who through central banks steal the money from
the nations to invest it in genocidal corporations obsessed with Satanism and imposing apocalyptic
nuclear war systems on the world. It is funded in part by a massive drug trade and child trafficking,
with which it is intimately connected.
This cannibal system is crusader-centuries-old and has been supplied with women, men and
children of aboriginal origin with the paid collusion of lawyers, clergy and officials of Roman
Catholic and other Christian churches, and Islamic Mosques, Jewish Synagogues, and any other
churches of the world, along with state-funded aboriginal leaders and officials of any of state
government departments, where states are not governed by the indigenous people but are in the
net of an automated and in the end suicidal mega corporation filled with people programmed into
merchants-biorobots that are systemically murdering the aboriginal people (physically or by
identity loss) and expropriating their lands, their homes, their oak temples as any of their resources
and even their children.
The suspension of the rule of law that enables governments and the UN system to pursue
demographic objectives through covert chemical, biological, psychosocial and economic methods
that constitute crimes against humanity and genocide indicts national and international organs and
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delegitimizes the authority of the state and the UN system while legitimizing citizens to use any
and all force necessary in their self-defense and in compliance with the duty to rescue.
In the absence of immediate action on the part of governments and the international community to
bring the genocidal population control objectives now pursued in secret and outside the rule law
into the open and within the rule of law, and in light of the absolute threat to the lives and limbs of
7 billion people that this methodology of population control represents, the very system embarked
upon to preserve international peace now threatens universal conflict.
Only a global replacement level fertility law derived from divine indigenous global institutional
architecture can resolve the issue of clashing prerogatives that arises from misconducts of Papal
power in individual and governmental rights and responsibilities.
Absent was such a law and institutional architecture, and having exhausted all conceivable channels
for justice – legal, political and media – both nationally and internationally, for citizens to have the
choice not to use force in their self-defence and in compliance with the duty to rescue as this is the
only remaining way in which to protect themselves, their children, their lineages and their fellow
man from an international system based on genocide, Diarchs of Godland and the Baltic Sea
Indigenous Court have decided to interview the whole top of the benefit receivers lawfully forcing
them to support Indigenous Decentralisation of their corporations or facing arrest and genocide
charges.
The demise of secrecy and deception that have kept the populace ignorant about the programs of
Depopulation through covert chemical and biological poisoning and through coerced psychosocial
and economic means has left the world in a legal vacuum and with a moral dilemma that empower
citizens to become agents of the law to reinstate the rule the rule of law, which has been
paradoxically shattered by the very people and organizations entrusted with its preservation, but
who instead have chosen to become accessories to genocide for personal and geopolitical benefits.
See exact description of Depopulation matrix in the Kevin Galalae 2 books - Depop Secrets, 500
pages, and Chemical and Biological Depopulation, free downloads on
http://www.bsrrw.org/protection/population/
The prerogatives of policy makers, who commit genocide in secret and in violation of legal codes
and moral norms to save a select and privileged portion of mankind and the planet from
overpopulation, clash with the prerogatives of parents and citizens, who are under administrative,
financial, chemical and biological attack and who can only rescue themselves, their children, their
health, and their genetic lineages from engineered genocide – committed through structural
violence by national and international organs that have lost the right to govern the moment they
decided to solve the world’s economic, environmental and demographic problems through
genocide – through the use of force.
This is an unprecedented situation that threatens the survival of mankind urgently already in the
short-term 10 year period as well as peace and stability worldwide and that can only be resolved by
restoring the political accommodation of divine indigenous global structure that was violently
massacred by Godless Papal wars that have destroyed the natural divine design of the Gods. Divine
Indigenous global governance level restoration is long overdue and cannot come fast enough.
Ignoring this last chance will have devastating and irreversible consequences for all life – stay calm
– We are Loved .
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Indigenous World Order Courts of Godland

Peace Tribunal converts global kanibal central banking
system of Jesuit Order into Love Order of Godland with everybody
as Billioneers
Indigenous World Order Court of Godland (IWOCG, further The Court) proclaims separate
session against all Central banks of the World owners and directors as the crucial army generals
1) A Statement of Claim – the invisible and undeclared central bank owners
1.1. have overtaken all land and waters of the peoples of the national states by controlling
registered national institutions as corporate commercial businesses of DNB.com and
Siccode.com Roman Jesuit Empire that has declared war to all living systems in Silent
Weapons for Quite Wars 1954
http://www.stopthecrime.net/docs/SILENT%20WEAPONS%20for%20QUIET%20WARS.pdf

1.2. have turned central banks into financial warfare artificial intelligence centers that are
financing nuclear and conventional war systems for unverified and invalidated private
gains and global fear, waging war against resisting few by central banks unoccupied
countries,
1.3 are secretly using silent weapons for quite wars of geoengineering governance over the
people of the nations
1.4. are engaged in illegal money creation in dependent private commercial banks that
1.5 have chipped most of the modern world´s people with bank cards and identity numbers
and torture them in total dependency and surveillance,
1.6. are leaving resource less and homeless most of the peoples who have to struggle hard
to get by every day in hunger games like environment.
1.7. have developed central banks to be the main undemocratical structure without consent
from indigenous peoples and citisens through which the planetary resource management is
administered in unjust and discriminating manner of levels of death sentence for those who
don’t get funding,
1.8. are feeding the inquisition instrument of complex planetary deception of commercial
courts through which the humanity has been stolen its prosperity and the Admiralty
Commercial Maritime Law Jurisdiction has been imposed without choice of the Laws of
the Land or Jurisdiction of Indigenous Rights and the Unalienable Rights that we are all
born with that are being refused to the humanity,
1.9. are responsible that all the people have been imprisoned mentally, bodily and
spiritually through enforced false laws that program people to become bio-robots and work
extremely much, as
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1.10. are responsible that the wealth created by human energy is mostly harvested to stay
unused or in the Jesuit Roman Empires inquisition businesses including all the corporatized
government institutions of the world that are orchestrated to deliver the apocalyptic events
described in the Bible, and conducted by the cannibal and pedophile popes of Rome, as the
acknowledged perverted leaders of humanity,
1.11 are responsible that all people are being disconnected from the divine love order by
being trapped in various corporatized religions that commit massmurder of the opposition,
or they are doomed to be atheists, lost in space, f ex Christianity executing at least 500
million indigenous people in just South and Northern Americas
http://jar2.com/Topics/Indigenous.html .

1.12. are responsible that all life on Earth has been put into agony of depopulation matrix,
that is massmurdering people softly one by one, without a trace of the crime
http://www.bsrrw.org/protection/population/ ,
1.13. are responsible for the environmental pollution tyranny,
1.14. are responsible that the central banks are privately owned by unverified and
invalidated entities with no oath or control to serve public interests and even
1.15. are responsible that they might be conducting not only mass murder of most of life on
Earth and total enslavement of the rest, but even
1.16. experimental medical gene editing, mutation of DNA of most living systems through
vaccinations and poisons in food, water, air, medication etc and
1.17. technological developments being misused for inquisition and surveillance instead of
wealth and prosperity,
1.18. and even funding of Artificial Intelligence that controls destruction of humanity
through block-chains and crypto currencies and Google Facebook Darpa conspiracies ,
1.19. and funding development of humans into biorobots, cyborgs, super-soldiers etc,
1.20. and funding rasist agendas of mixing of the races into identity-less bio-robots without
indigenous rights
1.21. and refusing funding of un-enslavable groups so causing their extermination,
1.22. and funding decline of all fertility of all living systems of the Earth
1.23. and funding corrupt lobby pretending to be science therefore destroying reliable
research, media, priesthood, education, healthcare and security structures,
1.24. financing microwave weapons technologies like G5 without consent,
1.25. financing chemical weapons all over NATO countries through chemtrails,
1.26. funding the trillion drug industries, Big Pharma included,
1.27. funding the billion industries of human trafficking, child-businesses included,
1.28. financing other democidal and genocidal acts.
2) The Court was establishing to the local citizens and indigenous people loyalty Sworn Jury,
Court Officers, Peace Officers working for People´s and Indigenous Jursidiction and not
the Commercial Jurisdiction, that itself is a criminal atrocity imposed secretly upon
humanity and all species by Roman Papacy, Jesuits and unknown entities.
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Indigenous Jurisdiction of this court is described in the Part 2 (Aticles 5-21) of Statutes of
the Indigenous World Order Court of Godland in accordance with the Indigenous World
Order Bank of Godland constituting Act and Proclamation of Godland as well as the
charters on the unity of Diarchs of Godland.
3) The Court has held Pre-Trial and Trial Conferences for almost 3 years, since June (1) 2015
– accessible on video in 4 languages as Criminalise Nuclear War Systems trials, CNWS,
and ITCCS International Tribunal on Crimes of Churce and State, and even Perdana Global
Peace Organisation (PGPO) with the Kuala Lumpur Courts that have Criminalised War
(https://www.perdana4peace.org ). The Adjudicator accounts impossible the attempt to bring
together the parties in a pre-trial conference in an attempt to settle the case prior to a trial
due to the almost limitless scope of the victims and perpetrators of crimes conducted
globally as it is even wider than the Nurenberg trials, whereby the case is handled as a
matrix of systemic war crimes conducted by victims-employees-enterprenours-terrorists
governed by unknown hidden entities.
4) The global CNWS Trial Commenced Opening Arguments after an introduction by the
Adjudicator, the trial commenced with opening arguments by first the Prosecutor who is
pursuing formal charges against all Defendants in all four Articles 5 to 8 of the IWOC of G
Act, and even Representative of the Defendants deeply elaborating the possible arguments
of the Defendants as the Main Proceedings have been conducted in absentia of the true
perpetrators, but evaluating deep and multiple argumentations in their defense brought by
the Representative of the Defendants.
Article 5
Crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court
1.
Diarchs, Global Konns of Godland, have foreclosed the fraud full Roman Law practice of alive
people being presumed dead, and exposed to suffering by “judgement” without a human victim, and have reestablished their living rights to all of their Unalienable rights, their local constitutional rights and their indigenous
rights as well as the Rights of Godlanders and other agreements.
2.
Diarchs of Godland have criminalised and nullified all lawful grounds for the genocidal cannibal
net of CoRporate religious, banking, military, pretence governmental and other fraudful units registered in private
mega fraud of enslavement through UPIK.de and DNB.com and Babylonian Commercial Code of Siccode.com
trapped in Roman papal jurisdiction of Military, State, Federal and Teritorial Talmudic priests pretending to be
legitimate court judges, refusing to acknowledge the jurisdiction of indigenous order courts and societies
3.
The Court has jurisdiction in following types of serious crimes of concern to the international
community as a whole:
(a)

The crimes of genocide and democide;

(b)

Crimes against humanity;

(c)

War crimes;

(d)

The crime of aggression

(e)

The crime of invisible attack

(f)
The crimes against the rights of indigenous peoples protected in Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples, signed 13.9.07
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(g) Hindering of establishment of Godlanders’ rights in any of the 14 parameters of Baltic Sun Model
that is one more KONceptual base of the Rights of Godlanders – to have guaranteed 1) free will labor, 2)
love rules of order, 3) social insurance, 4) selfgoverned money, 5) peace, 6) stability, 7) fertility, 8)
identity, 9) selfgoverned resources, 10) energy, 11) true knowledge, 12) real networks, 13) control of the
order, 14) be loved and love.
2.
The Court shall exercise jurisdiction over the crime of aggression once a provision is adopted in
accordance with articles 121 and 123 defining the crime and setting out the conditions under which the Court shall
exercise jurisdiction with respect to this crime. Such a provision shall be consistent with the relevant provisions of
the Charter of Godland.
Article 6
Genocide and democide
1. For the purpose of this Statute, "genocide" means any of the following acts committed with intent to
destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such:
(a)

Killing members of the group;

(b)

Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;

(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical
destruction in whole or in part;
(d)

Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;

(e)

Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.

2. For the purpose of this Statute, "democide" means any of the following acts committed with intent
todestroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such by their government, including
politicide and mass murder
(a)

Killing members of the group, incl. mass murder;

(b)

Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;

(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical
destruction in whole or in part;
(d)

Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;

(e)

Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group;

(f) Politicide as the killing of groups of people who are targeted not because of shared ethnic or
communal traits but because of their hierarchical position or political opposition to the regime and
dominant groups.

Article 7
Crimes against humanity
1.
For the purpose of this Statute, "crime against humanity" means any of the following acts when committed
as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population, with knowledge of the attack:
(a)

Murder;

(b)

Extermination;

(c)

Enslavement;

(d)

Deportation or forcible transfer of population;
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(e) Imprisonment or other severe deprivation of physical liberty in violation of fundamental rules of
international law;
(f)

Torture;

(g) Rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, enforced sterilization, or any other
form of sexual violence of comparable gravity;
(h) Persecution against any identifiable group or collectivity on political, racial, national, ethnic,
cultural, religious, gender as defined in paragraph 3, or other grounds that are universally recognized as
impermissible under international law, in connection with any act referred to in this paragraph or any
crime within the jurisdiction of the Court;
(i)

Enforced disappearance of persons;

(j)

The crime of apartheid;

(k) Other inhumane acts of a similar character intentionally causing great suffering, or serious injury to
body or to mental or physical health.
2.

For the purpose of paragraph 1:
(a) "Attack directed against any civilian population" means a course of conduct involving the multiple
commission of acts referred to in paragraph 1 against any civilian population, pursuant to or in
furtherance of a State or organizational policy to commit such attack;
(b) "Extermination" includes the intentional infliction of conditions of life, inter alia the deprivation of
access to food and medicine, calculated to bring about the destruction of part of a population;
(c) "Enslavement" means the exercise of any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership of
basic means of existence of person and forcing that person into involuntary labor and includes the
exercise of such power in the course of trafficking in persons, in particular women and children;
(d) "Deportation or forcible transfer of population" means forced displacement of the persons
concerned by expulsion or other coercive acts from the area in which they are lawfully present, without
grounds permitted under international law;
(e) "Torture" means the intentional infliction of severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental,
upon a person in the custody or under the control of the accused; except that torture shall not include pain
or suffering arising only from, inherent in or incidental to, lawful sanctions;
(f) "Forced pregnancy" means the unlawful confinement of a woman forcibly made pregnant, with the
intent of affecting the ethnic composition of any population or carrying out other grave violations of
international law. This definition shall not in any way be interpreted as affecting national laws relating to
pregnancy;
(g) "Persecution" means the intentional and severe deprivation of fundamental rights contrary to
international law by reason of the identity of the group or collectivity;
(h) "The crime of apartheid" means inhumane acts of a character similar to those referred to in
paragraph 1, committed in the context of an institutionalized regime of systematic oppression and
domination by one racial group over any other racial group or groups and committed with the intention of
maintaining that regime;
(i) "Enforced disappearance of persons" means the arrest, detention or abduction of persons by, or with
the authorization, support or acquiescence of, a State or a political organization, followed by a refusal to
acknowledge that deprivation of freedom or to give information on the fate or whereabouts of those
persons, with the intention of removing them from the protection of the law for a prolonged period of
time.

3.
For the purpose of this Statute, it is understood that the term "gender" refers to the two sexes, male and
female, within the context of society. The term "gender" does not indicate any meaning different from the above.

Article 8
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War crimes
1.
The Court shall have jurisdiction in respect of war crimes in particular when committed as part of a plan or
policy or as part of a large-scale commission of such crimes.
2.

For the purpose of this Statute, "war crimes" means:
(a) Grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, namely, any of the following acts
against persons or property protected under the provisions of the relevant Geneva Convention:
(i) Wilful killing;
(ii)

Torture or inhuman treatment, including biological experiments;

(iii)

Wilfully causing great suffering, or serious injury to body or health;

(iv) Extensive destruction and appropriation of property, not justified by military necessity
and carried out unlawfully and wantonly;
(v) Compelling a prisoner of war or other protected person to serve in the forces of a hostile
Power;
(vi) Wilfully depriving a prisoner of war or other protected person of the rights of fair and
regular trial;
(vii)

Unlawful deportation or transfer or unlawful confinement;

(viii)

Taking of hostages.

(b) Other serious violations of the laws and customs applicable in international armed conflict, within
the established framework of international law, namely, any of the following acts:
(i) Intentionally directing attacks against the civilian population as such or against individual
civilians not taking direct part in hostilities;
(ii) Intentionally directing attacks against civilian objects, that is, objects which are not
military objectives;
(iii) Intentionally directing attacks against personnel, installations, material, units or vehicles
involved in a humanitarian assistance or peacekeeping mission in accordance with the Charter
of the Godland, as long as they are entitled to the protection given to civilians or civilian objects
under the international law of armed conflict;
(iv) Intentionally launching an attack in the knowledge that such attack will cause incidental
loss of life or injury to civilians or damage to civilian objects or widespread, long-term and
severe damage to the natural environment which would be clearly excessive in relation to the
concrete and direct overall military advantage anticipated;
(v) Attacking or bombarding, by whatever means, towns, villages, dwellings or buildings
which are undefended and which are not military objectives;
(vi) Killing or wounding a combatant who, having laid down his arms or having no longer
means of defence, has surrendered at discretion;
(vii) Making improper use of a flag of truce, of the flag or of the military insignia and
uniform of the enemy or of the Godland, as well as of the distinctive emblems of the Geneva
Conventions, resulting in death or serious personal injury;
(viii) The transfer, directly or indirectly, by the Occupying Power of parts of its own civilian
population into the territory it occupies, or the deportation or transfer of all or parts of the
population of the occupied territory within or outside this territory;
(ix) Intentionally directing attacks against buildings dedicated to religion, education, art,
science or charitable purposes, historic monuments, hospitals and places where the sick and
wounded are collected, provided they are not military objectives;
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(x) Subjecting persons who are in the power of an adverse party to physical mutilation or to
medical or scientific experiments of any kind which are neither justified by the medical, dental
or hospital treatment of the person concerned nor carried out in his or her interest, and which
cause death to or seriously endanger the health of such person or persons;
(xi)

Killing or wounding treacherously individuals belonging to the hostile nation or army;

(xii)

Declaring that no quarter will be given;

(xiii) Destroying or seizing the enemy's property unless such destruction or seizure be
imperatively demanded by the necessities of war;
(xiv) Declaring abolished, suspended or inadmissible in a court of law the rights and actions
of the nationals of the hostile party;
(xv) Compelling the nationals of the hostile party to take part in the operations of war
directed against their own country, even if they were in the belligerent's service before the
commencement of the war;
(xvi)

Pillaging a town or place, even when taken by assault;

(xvii)

Employing poison or poisoned weapons;

(xviii) Employing asphyxiating, poisonous or other gases, and all analogous liquids, materials
or devices;
(xix) Employing bullets which expand or flatten easily in the human body, such as bullets
with a hard envelope which does not entirely cover the core or is pierced with incisions;
(xx) Employing weapons, projectiles and material and methods of warfare which are of a
nature to cause superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering or which are inherently
indiscriminate in violation of the international law of armed conflict, provided that such
weapons, projectiles and material and methods of warfare are the subject of a comprehensive
prohibition and are included in an annex to this Statute, by an amendment in accordance with
the relevant provisions set forth in articles 121 and 123;
(xxi) Committing outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading
treatment;
(xxii) Committing rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, as defined in
article 7, paragraph 2 (f), enforced sterilization, or any other form of sexual violence also
constituting a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions;
(xxiii) Utilizing the presence of a civilian or other protected person to render certain points,
areas or military forces immune from military operations;
(xxiv) Intentionally directing attacks against buildings, material, medical units and transport,
and personnel using the distinctive emblems of the International Conventions in conformity
with international law;
(xxv) Intentionally using starvation of civilians as a method of warfare by depriving them of
objects indispensable to their survival, including wilfully impeding relief supplies as provided
for under the International Conventions;
(xxvi) Conscripting or enlisting children under the age of fifteen years into the national armed
forces or using them to participate actively in hostilities.
(c) In the case of an armed conflict not of an international character, serious violations of article 3
common to the four Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, namely, any of the following acts
committed against persons taking no active part in the hostilities, including members of armed forces
who have laid down their arms and those placed hors de combat by sickness, wounds, detention or any
other cause:
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(i) Violence to life and person, in particular murder of all kinds, mutilation, cruel treatment
and torture;
(ii) Committing outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading
treatment;
(iii)

Taking of hostages;

(iv) The passing of sentences and the carrying out of executions without previous judgement
pronounced by a regularly constituted court, affording all judicial guarantees which are
generally recognized as indispensable.
(d) Paragraph 2 (c) applies to armed conflicts not of an international character and thus does not apply
to situations of internal disturbances and tensions, such as riots, isolated and sporadic acts of violence or
other acts of a similar nature.
(e) Other serious violations of the laws and customs applicable in armed conflicts not of an
international character, within the established framework of international law, namely, any of the
following acts:
(i) Intentionally directing attacks against the civilian population as such or against individual
civilians not taking direct part in hostilities;
(ii) Intentionally directing attacks against buildings, material, medical units and transport, and
personnel using the distinctive emblems of the Geneva Conventions in conformity with
international law;
(iii) Intentionally directing attacks against personnel, installations, material, units or vehicles
involved in a humanitarian assistance or peacekeeping mission in accordance with the Charter
of the Godland, as long as they are entitled to the protection given to civilians or civilian objects
under the international law of armed conflict;
(iv) Intentionally directing attacks against buildings dedicated to religion, education, art,
science or charitable purposes, historic monuments, hospitals and places where the sick and
wounded are collected, provided they are not military objectives;
(v)

Pillaging a town or place, even when taken by assault;

(vi) Committing rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, as defined in
article 7, paragraph 2 (f), enforced sterilization, and any other form of sexual violence also
constituting a serious violation of article 3 common to the four Geneva Conventions;
(vii) Conscripting or enlisting children under the age of fifteen years into armed forces or
groups or using them to participate actively in hostilities;
(viii) Ordering the displacement of the civilian population for reasons related to the conflict,
unless the security of the civilians involved or imperative military reasons so demand;
(ix)

Killing or wounding treacherously a combatant adversary;

(x)

Declaring that no quarter will be given;

(xi) Subjecting persons who are in the power of another party to the conflict to physical
mutilation or to medical or scientific experiments of any kind which are neither justified by the
medical, dental or hospital treatment of the person concerned nor carried out in his or her
interest, and which cause death to or seriously endanger the health of such person or persons;
(xii) Destroying or seizing the property of an adversary unless such destruction or seizure be
imperatively demanded by the necessities of the conflict;
(f)

Paragraph 2 (e) applies to armed conflicts not of an international character and thus does not apply
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to situations of internal disturbances and tensions, such as riots, isolated and sporadic acts of violence or
other acts of a similar nature. It applies to armed conflicts that take place in the territory of a State when
there is protracted armed conflict between governmental authorities and organized armed groups or
between such groups.
3.
Nothing in paragraph 2 (c) and (e) shall affect the responsibility of a Government to maintain or reestablish law and order in the State or to defend the unity and territorial integrity of the State, by all legitimate
means

5) Closing Summaries by the Prosecutor and Representative of the Defendants summoned the
presented evidence and arguments used by the employees and possible owners of the
genocidal central banks revealing to the Jury the whole SWOT spectrum of possible reality
of the banking businesses in great detail, in video and documentation formats.
6) The Jury retired to deliberate. The Court was held in recess while both indigenous jury
members retired to come to a unanimous verdict and a sentence, based on their appraisal of
all the evidence.
The Evidence
Record of Criminalise Nuclear War Systems court proceedings

CNWS X, English, August 12017-May 12018
CNWS IX, Eglish, July 12017
CNWS VIII, Latvian March 12017
CNWS VII, Swedish, December 12016
CNWS VI, In Russian, September 12016
CNWS V, English, July 12016
CNWS IV, Latvian, March 12016
CNWS III, Swedish, December 12015
CNWS II, Russian, September 12015
CNWS I, English, June 12015

Quaterly Indigenous World Order of Godland CNWS courts proceedings can be found on
BSRRW.org, LaBie.lv, LoveOrder.INFO and documentary videomaterials are on three
Youtube channels and others
RadioactiveBSR https://www.youtube.com/radioactivebsr
FreeLatvia https://www.youtube.com/freelatvia
Baltic Sea Indigenous https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcQSKISlsSYKaAAiAlOW-Ww

7) The Jury issued its unanimous verdict and sentence.

Verdict on the corporations and their hidden owners.
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Verdict on the central banks as Inc and Ltd corporations and trusts that are illegal and
foreclosed by this Indigenous World Order Court of Godland. The transition of the private
central bank into the local states by indigenous rulers run citizen cooperative central bank
starts directly - with the basic rule of - no harm can be done to anyone alive – with all 14
Godlanders Rights of any one of 7 milljard Godlanders and all of their Unalienable rights
protected, unless they refuse to stop the crimes they are charged for.

Central banks are illegitimate criminal entities, ruled by the Court - closed
Following corporations of the Roman Jesuit Empire Reich are illegitimate and legally
closed, following to function to guarantee safety of all dependent on their services under
the transition to the cooperative state banking system of Indigenous World Order of
Godland.
Diarchs of Godland have sworn oath of loyalty to all 7 miljard humans of mother Earth and
are reorganizing the banking system through Indigenous Decentralisation due to the Act of
Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland, that establishes the Rights of Godlanders as the
base for all the Unalienable Rights of humans as the divine beings that have been totally
trapped into a deadly grid.
Diarchs, Konns of Godland – the Higher Indigenous Judges have found Central bank
owners, and directors guilty on all the charges. The sentence applied for the crimes is death
penalty due to the severe levels and the wide scope of the apocalyptic mass murder crimes,
as well as to draw attention of the world to the urgent task of elimination of unacceptable
genocidal Nuclear War Systems and the unpunished systems of Depopulation as well as
necessity to establish a reliable justice system that has been tested for thousands of years.
Executions of convicted criminals, who refuse to stop committing mass murder of
depopulation and entrapment of humans in Nuclear War Systems, could preferably be
performed publicly to give people a chance to realize that this is the time of war and
invisible attacks, as there is extreme need to materialize the responsibility for the crimes of
the hidden silent war of Depopulation and Nuclear War Systems, to learn from our
predecessors and re-establish public events that remind biorobotised masses to protect
themselves from mass murderers and beslavers, even in their new shapes and sizes bankers, politicians, administrators of resources, Artificial Intelligence technicians, or
other beings hiding under unverified and invalidated authorities that with polite words on
their lips and in their documents, commit cold blooded mass murder of peoples and
nations, even races and all alive beings on Earth.
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Crimes that are punishable by death are known as capital crimes or capital offences, and they
commonly include offences such as murder, treason, espionage, war crimes, crimes against
humanity and genocide. Fifty-six countries retain capital punishment, 103 countries have
completely abolished it de jure for all crimes, six have abolished it for ordinary crimes (while
maintaining it for special circumstances such as war crimes), and 30 are abolitionist in practice.
Love order of Godland is in principle against death penalty but has to use it due to the silent war
times of quiet invisible attacks and the unproclaimed agressors and hidden shadow governments.
Death punishment is the traditional indigenous penalty for severe crimes and was one of the
reasons why the tribes and nations could preserve national and tribal order and save their peoples
from intruders. Abolishment of Death penalty and forgiveness of Sins are the base of the
destruction of the civilisations and reason why culture has been totally degraded and treason and
espionage are just parts of usual international business plans, of occupation of nations.
(Praxis of the first central bank Stockholm Banco going bankrupt and its Dutch-Latvian creator
Johan Palmstruch being sentenced by Svea Court of Appeal to the death sentence for
mismanagement of the bank 1668, but getting reprieved, is slightly similar to the current verdict
and sentence.)

Due to the strike of faith the Swedish-Latvian Konna of Godland, Ditta Rietuma is the
economist protecting Palmstruchs creation from being a mass-murder funding institution,
and closes the by vicious Artificial Intelligence overtaken bank just to rise it from the dead
into a glorious vital shape of the Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland, that is based
on real money, backed by the seed of the alive and living 7 miljard Energisers of our
mother Earth.
To motivate the perpetrators and turn the tide of constant violence into the flow of Love
Creations the following verdict is historically necessary and just.
”All the owners and central bank management directors of the current worlds central
banking system and digital card companies, as well as the block-chain cryptocurrency
corporation forces, receive the death sentence for mismanagement of the bank,
additionally for treason to the by central banks dismantled and overtaken national
states, enslavement of the nation’s citizens, genocide and inquisition of indigenous
peoples and citizens on a mass murder scale and destruction of environment and all
living systems.”

Get reprieved and thrive in Godland
Prospects of getting reprieved are ensured for each and every one who applies for amnesty
to the global rulers - Diarchs of Godland and swear oath to reorganize the banking system
through Indigenous Decentralisation due to the Act of Indigenous World Order Bank of
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Godland, that establishes the Rights of Godlanders as the base for all the Unalienable
Rights of humans as the divine beings.
All the reprieved criminals as all other Godlanders have their Godlanders Rights and a
Godland bond of c a 142 Billion WIR (World Indigenous Runes, 1 WIR = 1 Euro ) of oxa.
The reprieved criminals will get the base income salaries of Godland, pensions, security
guarantees and all the 14 Rights of Godlanders will apply to them. Reprieved criminals will
be put into direct 24/7 video-audio surveillance though and will be reeducated/programmed as well as will have to work to create for humanity safe welfare
systems.

The absolute Diarchy of Godland establishes global responsible rule of
alive rulers.
As Charles XI of Sweden introduced absolute monarchy and decided that the royal powers
would have the last word on all matters applying that to the Bank of the Estates of the
Realm (Sveriges Riksbank) – supposedly first central bank of the world, so do Diarchs of
Godland introduce absolute diarchy and decide that now the world has alive, visible,
reliable, and loving rulers. When the Bank of the Estates of the Realm (Sveriges Riksbank)
was founded in 1668, the estates decided that the royal powers should not be involved. But
Charles XI took over control of the bank and even renamed it so that, for a time, it was
known as His Royal Majesty’s State Bank.
So do Diarchs of Godland rename Riksbanken into the Indigenous World Order Bank of
Godland and proclaim it to be the worlds central bank replacing BIS.org and FED as the
world authority. Good old Riksbanken- Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland is the
bank that reorganizes the transition to the era of peace, love and wellbeing of all 7 miljard
Godlanders, all animals, all birds, all fishes, all flora and fauna etc.
Diarchs of Godland propose that the states would appoint their own Godland
commissioners but the Diarchs would still appoint a superintendent that supports the states
indigenous rulers. The governments and indigenous rulers are now encouraged to establish
direct influence over their central banks.
8) Loving, wise and reliable indigenous rulers - konns/konnas - are encouraged to proclaim
themselves in each state, and bank directors are to be appointed by them. Indigenous rulers
of each National-State-citizen-cooperative have to be accredited by the Global Konns of
Godland, Ditta Rietuma and Leif Erlingsson, through 3 steps – vetting, koNpetence in
Golanders Rights, oath to each and every one of the 7 miljard of Godlanders. Each states
assemblies the House of Indigenous for the indigenous, the House of the Citisens for
citisens of restored National State and its clergy and the indigenous councilors of cities for
the burghers of all kill cities – that are currently traps/open air prisons. The same applies
for the parliaments and governments that have to be verified and validated with respect to
indigenous and citizen rights and indigenous employees have to be employed when
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vacancies arise. Each of the three higher indigenous Estates in each state also appoint three
commissioners of states Godland representation (two permanent and one supernumerary) .
They are even to run the daily operations and jointly be responsible for administration of
the state banks.

The Verdict and Sentence are enforced by any Godlander
The Court adjourns and the Verdict and Sentence are enforced by any Godlander peace
officer or a group of loving wise and loyal Godlanders under authority of local state
indigenous ruling konn or konna approved by Global Konns of Godland.

Transition of the trust
Principles of the transition of the trust are similar to the termination of the trust - the trustees are
under a duty to safely distribute the trust assets to the right beneficiaries – the citisens of the
states from whom the wealth has been stolen. Failure to distribute to the correct beneficiary can
subject the trustees to liability for breach of trust.
While transforming the trust, the trustees must pay or provide for all outstanding liabilities and
identify the beneficiaries who are entitled to the trust assets. Transforming the trust will involve:
1. • calculating the entitlement of each citizen beneficiary (taking into account the equitable
rules of apportionment)
2. • transferring legal ownership of the trust assets to the beneficiaries—the Godlander rules
for transferring different types of property and services due to Godlanders Rights apply
3. • drawing up final trust accounts and obtaining the citizen beneficiaries' approval
4. • obtaining an appropriate release or discharge from the Indigenous World Order Bank of
Godland.

Following central banks and corporations imitating their states are legally closed, and are
currently sentenced secure transformation for the alive customers necessary indigenous
managed cooperative–citisen-state banks of Indigenous World Order of Godland

1. Bank of International Settlements in Basel, Switzerland
2. BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM, Fr 20th Street and
Constitution Avenue N.W., Washington, DC 20551
3. International Monetary Fond,
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Headquarters 1 (HQ1):
International Monetary Fund, 700 19th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20431
Headquarters 2 (HQ2):
International Monetary Fund, 1900 Pennsylvania Ave NW, Washington, DC, 20431
4. World Bank, 1818 H Street, NW Washington, DC 20433 USA
5. Japan Credit Bureau, JCB Co. Ltd Minato, Tokyo, Japan
6. Discover Financial Services, Inc. Riverwoods, Illinois, United States
7. Mastercard Incorporated fr
Mastercard International Global Headquarters, Purchase, New York, United States
8. VISA Inc, fr Foster City,[1] California, United States
9. American Express, 200 Vesey Street, New York, NY 10281, United States
10. PCI Security Standards Council, LLC, fr 401 Edgewater Place, Suite 600, Wakefield, MA
USA 01880
All the central banks
Afghanistan – Central Bank of Afghanistan (Da Afghanistan Bank)
Albania – Bank of Albania (Banka e Shqipërisë)
Algeria – Bank of Algeria ()ال جزائ ر ب نك
Angola – Central Bank of Angola (Banco Nacional de Angola)
Anguilla – see: Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States
Antigua and Barbuda – see: Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States
Argentina – Central Bank of Argentina (Banco Central de la República Argentina)
Armenia – Central Bank of the Republic of Armenia (Հայաստանի Կենտրոնական
Բանկ, Hayastani Kentronakan Bank)
19.
Aruba – Central Bank of Aruba (Centrale Bank van Aruba)[1]
20.
Australia – Reserve Bank of Australia
21.
Azerbaijan – Central Bank of Azerbaijan (Azərbaycan Mərkəzi Bankı)
B
22.
Bahamas – Central Bank of The Bahamas
23.
Bahrain – Central Bank of Bahrain ()ال مرك زي ال بحري ن م صرف
24.
Bangladesh – Bangladesh Bank (বাাংলাদেশ ব্াাংক)
25.
Barbados – Central Bank of Barbados
26.
Belarus – National Bank of the Republic of Belarus (Нацыянальны банк Рэспублікі
Беларусь)
27.
Belgium – see: European Union
28.
Belize – Central Bank of Belize
29.
Benin – see: West African Economic and Monetary Union
30.
Bermuda – Bermuda Monetary Authority
31.
Bhutan – Royal Monetary Authority of Bhutan
32.
Bolivia – Central Bank of Bolivia (Banco Central de Bolivia)
33.
Bosnia and Herzegovina – Central Bank of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Centralna Banka
Bosne i Hercegovine)
34.
Botswana – Bank of Botswana
35.
Brazil – Central Bank of Brazil (Banco Central do Brasil)

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
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Brunei – Monetary Authority of Brunei Darussalam (Autoriti Monetari Brunei
Darussalam)
37.
Bulgaria – Bulgarian National Bank (Българска народна банка)
38.
Burkina Faso – see: West African Economic and Monetary Union
39.
Burundi – Bank of the Republic of Burundi (Banque de la République du
Burundi / Ibanki ya Republika Y'UBurundi)
C
40.
Cambodia – National Bank of Cambodia (ធនាគារជាតិ នៃ កម្ពុជា)
41.
Cameroon – see: Economic and Monetary Community of Central Africa
42.
Canada – Bank of Canada (Banque du Canada)
43.
Cape Verde – Bank of Cape Verde (Banco de Cabo Verde)
44.
Cayman Islands – Cayman Islands Monetary Authority
45.
Central African Republic – see: Economic and Monetary Community of Central Africa
46. CFP franc – Overseas Issuing Institute (Institut d'émission d'Outre-Mer)
47.
French Polynesia
48.
New Caledonia
49.
Wallis and Futuna
50.
Chad – see: Economic and Monetary Community of Central Africa
51.
Chile – Central Bank of Chile (Banco Central de Chile)
China
52.
China (Mainland) – People's Bank of China (中国人民銀行)
53. – see also: Hong Kong, Macau
54.
Colombia – Bank of the Republic (Banco de la República)
55.
Comoros – Central Bank of the Comoros (Banque Centrale des Comores)
56.
Congo, Democratic Republic of – Central Bank of the Congo (Banque Centrale du
Congo)
57.
Congo, Republic of – see: Economic and Monetary Community of Central Africa
58.
Costa Rica – Central Bank of Costa Rica (Banco Central de Costa Rica)
59.
Cote d'Ivoire – see: West African Economic and Monetary Union
60.
Croatia – see: European Union
61.
Cuba – Central Bank of Cuba (Banco Central de Cuba)
62.
Curaçao – Central Bank of Curaçao and Sint Maarten (Centrale bank van Curaçao en
Sint Maarten)
63.
Cyprus – see: European Union[2]
64.
Czech Republic – see: European Union
D
65.
Denmark – see: European Union
66.
Djibouti – Central Bank of Djibouti (Banque Centrale de Djibouti)
67.
Dominica – see: Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States
68.
Dominican Republic – Central Bank of the Dominican Republic (Banco Central de la
República Dominicana)
E
69.
East Timor – Central Bank of East Timor (Banco Central de Timor-Leste / Banku Sentrál
Timor-Leste)
70. Economic and Monetary Community of Central Africa – Bank of Central African
States (Banque des États de l'Afrique Centrale, BEAC)

36.
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C
Cameroon
Central African Republic
Chad
Congo, Republic of
Equatorial Guinea
Gabon
Ecuador – Central Bank of Ecuador (Banco Central del Ecuador)[3]
Egypt – Central Bank of Egypt ()ال م صري ال مرك زي ال ب نك
El Salvador – Central Reserve Bank of El Salvador (Banco Central de Reserva de El
Salvador)[3]
80.
Equatorial Guinea – see: Economic and Monetary Community of Central Africa
81.
Eritrea – Bank of Eritrea
82.
Estonia – see: European Union
83.
Ethiopia – National Bank of Ethiopia (የኢትዮጵያ ብሔራዊ ባንክ)
84.
European Union / European System of Central Banks
Eurosystem – European Central Bank[4]
85.
Austria – Oesterreichische Nationalbank
86.
Belgium – National Bank of Belgium (Nationale Bank van België / Banque nationale de
Belgique/Belgische Nationalbank )
87.
Cyprus – Central Bank of Cyprus (Κεντρική Τράπεζα της Κύπρου / Kıbrıs Merkez
Bankası)[2]
88.
Estonia – Bank of Estonia (Eesti Pank)
89.
Finland – Bank of Finland (Suomen Pankki/Finlands Bank)
90.
France – Bank of France (Banque de France)[5]
91.
Germany – Deutsche Bundesbank
92.
Greece – Bank of Greece (Τράπεζα της Ελλάδος)
93.
Ireland – Central Bank and Financial Services Authority of Ireland (Banc Ceannais agus
Údarás Seirbhísí Airgeadais na hÉireann)
94.
Italy – Bank of Italy (Banca d'Italia)
95.
Latvia – Bank of Latvia (Latvijas Banka)
96.
Lithuania – Bank of Lithuania (Lietuvos Bankas)
97.
Luxembourg – Central Bank of Luxembourg (Banque centrale du Luxembourg)
98.
Malta – Central Bank of Malta (Bank Ċentrali ta’ Malta)
99.
Netherlands – De Nederlandsche Bank
100.
Portugal – Bank of Portugal (Banco de Portugal)
101.
Slovakia – National Bank of Slovakia (Národná banka Slovenska)
102.
Slovenia – Bank of Slovenia (Banka Slovenije)
103.
Spain – Bank of Spain (Banco de España)
Members of the European System of Central Banks, but not of the Eurosystem:
104.
Bulgaria – Bulgarian National Bank (Българска народна банка)
105.
Croatia – Croatian National Bank (Hrvatska narodna banka)
106.
Czech Republic – Czech National Bank (Česká národní banka)
107.
Denmark – Danmarks Nationalbank
108.
Hungary – Hungarian National Bank (Magyar Nemzeti Bank)
109.
Poland – National Bank of Poland (Narodowy Bank Polski)

71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
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110.
111.
112.

Romania – National Bank of Romania (Banca Națională a României)
Sweden – Sveriges Riksbank[6]
United Kingdom – Bank of England

F

113.
114.
115.
116.

Fiji – Reserve Bank of Fiji
Finland – see: European Union
France – see: European Union
French Polynesia – see: CFP franc

G
Gabon – see: Economic and Monetary Community of Central Africa
Gambia – Central Bank of The Gambia
Germany – see: European Union
Georgia – National Bank of Georgia (საქართველოს ეროვნული ბანკი)
Ghana – Bank of Ghana
Greece – see: European Union
Grenada – see: Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States
Guatemala – Bank of Guatemala (Banco de Guatemala)
Guinea – Central Bank of the Republic of Guinea (Banque Centrale de la
République de Guinée)
126.
Guinea-Bissau – see: West African Economic and Monetary Union
127.
Guyana – Bank of Guyana
H
128.
Haiti – Bank of the Republic of Haiti (Banque de la République d'Haïti)
129.
Hong Kong – Hong Kong Monetary Authority (香港金融管理局)[7]
130.
Honduras – Central Bank of Honduras (Banco Central de Honduras)
131.
Holy See – Administration of the Patrimony of the Apostolic See[8][9]
132.
Hungary – see: European Union
I
133.
Iceland – Central Bank of Iceland (Seðlabanki Íslands)
134.
India – Reserve Bank of India (भारतीय ररज़र्व बैंक)
135.
Indonesia – Bank of Indonesia (Bank Indonesia)
136.
Iran – Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran ()اي ران مرک زی ب ان ک
137.
Iraq – Central Bank of Iraq () ال عراق ي ال مرك زي ال ب نك
138.
Ireland – see: European Union
139.
Israel – Bank of Israel ()ישראל בנק
140.
Italy – see: European Union
J
141.
Jamaica – Bank of Jamaica
142.
Japan – Bank of Japan (日本銀行)
143.
Jordan – Central Bank of Jordan ()االردن ي ال مرك زي ال ب نك
K
144.
Kazakhstan – National Bank of Kazakhstan (Қазақстан Ұлттық Банкі)
145.
Kenya – Central Bank of Kenya (Benki Kuu ya Kenya)
146.
Korea, Democratic People's Republic of – Central Bank of the Democratic

117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.

People's Republic of Korea (조선민주주의인민공화국중앙은행)
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Korea, Republic of – Bank of Korea (한국은행)
Kuwait – Central Bank of Kuwait ()ال مرك زي ال كوي ت ب نك
Kyrgyzstan – National Bank of the Kyrgyz Republic (Кыргыз Республикасынын
Улуттук Банкы)
150.
L
151.
Laos – Bank of the Lao People's Democratic Republic (ທະນາຄານ ແຫ່ ງ ສ. ປ. ປ.
ລາວ)
152.
Latvia – see: European Union
153.
Lebanon – Banque du Liban ()ل ب نان م صرف
154.
Lesotho – Central Bank of Lesotho (Banka e Kholo ea Lesotho)
155.
Liberia – Central Bank of Liberia
156.
Libya – Central Bank of Libya ()ال مرك زي ل ي ب يا م صرف
157.
Liechtenstein - National bank of Liechtenstein (Liechtensteinische Landesbank)
158.
Lithuania – see: European Union
159.
Luxembourg – see: European Union
M
160.
Macau – Monetary Authority of Macao (澳門金融管理局)[7]
161.
Macedonia, Republic of – National Bank of the Republic of
Macedonia (Народна банка на Република Македонија)
162.
Madagascar – Central Bank of Madagascar (Banque Centrale de
Madagascar / Banky Foiben'i Madagasikara)
163.
Malawi – Reserve Bank of Malawi
164.
Malaysia – Central Bank of Malaysia (Bank Negara Malaysia)
165.
Maldives – Maldives Monetary Authority
166.
Mali – see: West African Economic and Monetary Union
167.
Malta – see: European Union
168.
Mauritania – Central Bank of Mauritania (Banque Centrale de Mauritanie)
169.
Mauritius – Bank of Mauritius
170.
Mexico – Bank of Mexico (Banco de México)
171.
Moldova – National Bank of Moldova (Banca Naţională a Moldovei)[10]
172.
Mongolia – Bank of Mongolia (Монгол банк Дэлгэрсайхан)
173.
Montenegro – Central Bank of Montenegro (Centralna Banka Crne Gore)
174.
Montserrat – see: Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States
175.
Morocco – Bank Al-Maghrib ()ال م غرب ب نك
176.
Mozambique – Bank of Mozambique (Banco de Moçambique)
177.
Myanmar – Central Bank of Myanmar (မမမမမမမမမမမမမမမမမမ
မမမမမမမ)
N
178.
Namibia – Bank of Namibia

147.
148.
149.

Nepal – Nepal Rastra Bank (ने पाल राष्ट्र बैंक)
Netherlands – see: European Union
Netherlands Antilles – Bank of the Netherlands Antilles (Bank van de
Nederlandse Antillen)[1](See Dissolution of the Netherlands Antilles)
182.
New Caledonia – see: CFP franc
183.
New Zealand – Reserve Bank of New Zealand (Te Pūtea Matua)

179.
180.
181.
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184.
185.
186.
187.

Nicaragua – Central Bank of Nicaragua (Banco Central de Nicaragua)
Niger – see: West African Economic and Monetary Union
Nigeria – Central Bank of Nigeria
Norway – Norges Bank

O

188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.

Oman – Central Bank of Oman ()ال عمان ي ال مرك زي ال ب نك
Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States – Eastern Caribbean Central Bank[11]
Anguilla
Antigua and Barbuda
Dominica
Grenada
Montserrat
Saint Kitts and Nevis
Saint Lucia
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines

P
Pakistan – State Bank of Pakistan ()پ اک س تان دول ت ب ي نک
Palestine – Palestine Monetary Authority ()ال ف ل سط ي ن ية ال ن قد س لطة
Panama – National Bank of Panama (Banco Nacional de Panamá) Although,
Panama does not have any official Central Bank.
201.
Papua New Guinea – Bank of Papua New Guinea
202.
Paraguay – Central Bank of Paraguay (Banco Central del Paraguay)
203.
Peru – Central Reserve Bank of Peru (Banco Central de Reserva del Perú)
204.
Philippines – Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (although translated as "Central Bank
of the Philippines", the translation was the name of the old central bank that was
rechartered in 1993 and became the Bangko Sentral.)
205.
Poland – see: European Union
206.
Portugal – see: European Union

198.
199.
200.

Q

207.

Qatar – Qatar Central Bank ()ال مرك زي ق طر م صرف

R
Romania – see: European Union
Russia – Bank of Russia (Центральный банк Российской Федерации)
Rwanda – National Bank of Rwanda (Banque Nationale du Rwanda / Banki
Nkuru y'u Rwanda)
S
211.
Saint Kitts and Nevis – see: Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States
212.
Saint Lucia – see: Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States
213.
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines – see: Organisation of Eastern Caribbean
States
214.
Samoa – Central Bank of Samoa (Faletupe Tutotonu o Samoa)
215.
San Marino – Central Bank of the Republic of San Marino (Banca Centrale della
Repubblica di San Marino)
216.
São Tomé and Príncipe – Central Bank of São Tomé and Príncipe (Banco Central
de São Tomé e Príncipe)

208.
209.
210.
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217.
218.
219.

Saudi Arabia – Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority ()ال س عودي ال عرب ي ال ن قد مؤ س سة
Senegal – see: West African Economic and Monetary Union
Serbia – National Bank of Serbia (Народна банка Србије / Narodna banka

Srbije)
Seychelles – Central Bank of Seychelles
Sierra Leone – Bank of Sierra Leone
Singapore – Monetary Authority of Singapore
Sint Maarten – Central Bank of Curaçao and Sint Maarten (Centrale bank van
Curaçao en Sint Maarten)
224.
Slovakia – see: European Union
225.
Slovenia – see: European Union
226.
Solomon Islands – Central Bank of Solomon Islands
227.
Somalia – Central Bank of Somalia (Bankiga Dhexe ee Soomaaliya)
228.
South Africa – South African Reserve Bank
229.
South Sudan – Bank of South Sudan
230.
Spain – see: European Union
231.
Sri Lanka – Central Bank of Sri Lanka (ශ්රී ලංකා මහ බ ංකුව / இலங் கை
மத்திய வங் கி)
232.
Sudan – Bank of Sudan ()ل مرك زيا ال سودان ب نك
233.
Suriname – Central Bank of Suriname (Centrale Bank van Suriname)
234.
Swaziland – Central Bank of Swaziland (Umntsholi Wemaswati)
235.
Sweden – see: European Union
236.
Switzerland – Swiss National Bank (Schweizerische Nationalbank / Banque
Nationale Suisse / Banca Nazionale Svizzera / Banca Naziunala Svizra)
237.
Syria – Central Bank of Syria ()ال مرك زي سوري ة م صرف
T
238.
Taiwan – Central Bank of the Republic of China (Taiwan) (中華民國中央銀行)
239.
Tajikistan – National Bank of Tajikistan (Бонки миллии Тоҷикистон)
240.
Tanzania – Bank of Tanzania (Benki Kuu ya Tanzania)
241.
Thailand – Bank of Thailand (ธนาคารแห่งประเทศไทย)
242.
Timor-Leste – Banco Central de Timor-Leste (Banco Central de Timor-Leste)
243.
Togo – see: West African Economic and Monetary Union
244.
Tonga – National Reserve Bank of Tonga
245.
Trinidad and Tobago – Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago
246.
Tunisia – Central Bank of Tunisia ( ال تون سي ال مرك زي ال ب نك/ Banque Centrale de
Tunisie)
247.
Turkey – Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey (Türkiye Cumhuriyet Merkez
Bankası)
248.
Turkmenistan – Central Bank of Turkmenistan (Türkmenistanyň Merkezi
Banky)
U
249.
Uganda – Bank of Uganda (Benki Kuu ya Uganda)
250.
Ukraine – National Bank of Ukraine (Національний банк України)
251.
United Arab Emirates – Central Bank of the United Arab Emirates (م صرف
)ال مرك زي ال م تحدة ال عرب ية اإلم ارات
252.
United Kingdom – see: European Union

220.
221.
222.
223.
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United States – Federal Reserve System
Uruguay – Central Bank of Uruguay (Banco Central del Uruguay)
Uzbekistan – Central Bank of the Republic of Uzbekistan (O'zbekiston
Respublikasi Markaziy Banki / Ўзбекистон Республикаси Марказий Банки)
V
256.
Vanuatu – Reserve Bank of Vanuatu (Reserve Bank blong Vanuatu)
257.
Venezuela – Central Bank of Venezuela (Banco Central de Venezuela)
258.
Vietnam – State Bank of Vietnam (Ngân hàng nhà nước Việt Nam)
W
259.
Wallis and Futuna – see: CFP franc
260.
West African Economic and Monetary Union – Central Bank of West African
States (Banque Centrale des États de l'Afrique de l'Ouest, BCEAO)
261.
Benin
262.
Burkina Faso
263.
Cote d'Ivoire
264.
Guinea-Bissau
265.
Mali
266.
Niger
267.
Senegal
268.
Togo
Y
269.
Yemen – Central Bank of Yemen ()ال يم ني ال مرك زي ال ب نك
Z
270.
Zambia – Bank of Zambia
271.
Zimbabwe – Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe

253.
254.
255.

Partially recognised states
Abkhazia - National Bank of the Republic of Abkhazia (Аҧсны Аҳəынҭқарра
Амилаҭтə Банк)
273.
Artsakh - Artsakhbank (The State Bank)
274.
Kosovo, Republic of – Central Bank of Kosovo (Banka Qendrore e Kosovës)
275.
Northern Cyprus – Central Bank of the Turkish Republic of Northern
Cyprus (Kuzey Kıbrıs Türk Cumhuriyeti Merkez Bankası)
276.
Somaliland – Bank of Somaliland (Baanka Somaliland)
277.
Transnistria – Transnistrian Republican Bank (Приднестровский
Республиканский Банк)

272.

Countries without central banks
Andorra, but the Andorran National Institute of Finance is meeting the tasks of a
central bank.
Monaco
Nauru
Kiribati
Tuvalu
Palau
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Marshall Islands
Federated States of Micronesia

Alternative - Truth and Reconciliation process arranged by the State
Any State, that can verify and validate its legitimately constitutional body of reliable rulers, as a
party to the Statute of Indigenous World Order Court of Godland, may, for a period of seven years
after the entry into force of this Statute for the State concerned, as an alternative to accepting the
jurisdiction of the Court with respect to the category of crimes committed by its nationals or on its
territory, organize a fully transparent national Truth and Reconciliation process where all such
crimes are openly admitted and the victims adequately compensated. The self-admitted
perpetrators receive Stand Down indigenous oxa (money) and citizen salaries and their sins be
forgiven but not forgotten so that they may not work in responsible professional positions without
getting UR-course-reprogramming. The Indigenous World Order Court of Godland will treat
anyone having fully confessed in such a fully transparent national Truth and Reconciliation process,
as if they have already been convicted for such admitted crimes; Ne bis in idem.
The Indigenous World Order Court of Godland is accounted and managed through the Indigenous
World Order of Godland as a necessary corporate-court replacement with local Indigenous Rulers
welfare-society-court structure ordered by the Diarchs of Godland who, on 10.6.17, closed all global
CoRporation syndicates of Roman VI th Reich, that had proclaimed all souls of humans to be
property of the Popes of Rome and all of the living men´s and women´s bodies to be dead at sea.
Furthermore these Roman syndicates have established a global depopulation matrix in almost every
aspect of human reality and are perpetrating a mass murder on an unprecedented global scale in
times of pretended peace and even by escalating a full scale 3rd WW, to stop which is now a task for
each and every one who knows the Rights of Godlanders.
IMMEDIATE ARREST
We are satisfied that there is probable cause for IMMEDIATE ARREST of people further
mentioned by the Peace Officers or other responsible alive beings in their surroundings to
face them with charges of committing genocide and incarcerating locally any man or
woman resisting re-establishment of real means of exchange controlled by the citizens
themselves, and restoring constitutional states as Latvijas Republika and Kingdom of
Sweden, and all other constitutional states of citizens that are reinstalling full and whole
protection of the living as it is in the best interests of the safety and well-being of humanity
to stop nuclear war systems that have colonized all nations holding them captives in urban
and other open air Depopulation matrix death camps of entire planet exterminating all
other living forms at historically and in scale unprecedented rate.
The partial list of holy dismantler’s of the Iron Death Cage
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The list below is just a little part of the fraction of the convicted government officials and
bankers, as it consists of the people directly proven to have committed criminal acts of
genocide against just one kin of Rietuma and have similarly hurt other people systemically
through their employment, as well as those responsible indirectly by their higher position
in the pyramid of genocidal regime staging the colossal apocalyptic mass murder scenarios
creating and withholding fascist, racist open air planetary death camps of the global Iron
Death Cage.
These people are holy saints as well as criminals, as they will be arrested or appear
themselves to bring forward their statements on the kind of networks that are murdering
life on Earth. Holy accused witnesses will after the testimony be given the rehabilitation
and even indigenous salary if they actively engage in dismantling of the fashist
corporations of Iron Death Cage by contracts with Indigenous World Order of Godland
and use of by indigenous self produced and by indigenous courts self accounted indigenous
oxa money BIR/WIR. In case they refuse to actively change the system into Love Order or
stand down, the verdict of capital punishment will be put into action allowing the criminal
to choose the method of execution from the list of executed Indians for crimes of
protecting their peoples rights but being refused their Unalienable Rights and Indigenous
Jurisdiction https://deathpenaltyinfo.org/documents/AmericanIndianRegistry.pdf .

Holy slavedrivers employed in criminal mass genocide corporations
Ropaži, Latvia
Zigurds Blaus, Indulis Līdacis, Renāte Gremze, Jānis Ķezis, Vladislavs Šlēgelmilhs,
Jānis Grigaļūns, Valdis Šīrants, Ingrīda Amantova, Aigars Kleins, Klaudija Hēla,
Aivars Oleksāns, Raimonds Mežiņš ,
Latvia
Maija Dreimane, Normunds Riņķis, Inta Jēkabsone, Iveta Stuberovska, Ilze Apse ,
Vineta Mazure, Ināra Kuzņecova, Dzintars Rasnačs, Iveta Brimerberga, Vivita
Voronova, Irēna Logina, Andris Teikmanis, A. Drozdova, Juris Vildauss, Rasmu
Griņu, M. Milere, I. Mikulova, Štrikere, I. Riekstiņa, Normunds Riņķis, A. Šeniņa, L
Stivriņa, A. Āva, Ozoliņa, L. Arāja un Klotiņa,Dace Punāne un Solvita Ķikāne, I.
Braunfelde un Vucēne , K. Ermansone un Dārzniece, Ivo Leci, Belovu, Nariškinu,
Dmitrenoku, Elizabeth Critchley, James L. Balsillie, Dhananjaya Dvived, Lawrence
N. Lavine, Nicholas Haag, Karina Saroukhanian, Catherine Ashton, Klāvs Vasks,
Laimdota Straujuma, Andris Ozoliņš, Baiba Anda Rubesa, Andris Liepiņš, Mārtiņš
Bičevskis, Martins Sedlackis, Āris Žīgurs, L. Karlina un Inga Baltā , Dmitrijs
Grušnovs, Andra Sauskāja, E. Petkeviča, Kaspars Sniedze, Z.Storastīts, Z, Stupeņa,
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A.Brolišs, Korotkeviča, A.Sauskājs, J. Jančevskis, Jānis Bārzdainis, Gatis Kalvītis, J.
Bērziņš, A. Paeglis , Agris Sūna, Raimonds Mežiņš, Sandis Tomsons, Gunita Špēla,
Juris Vildauss. Jānis Jonass , A. Ruša un L. Kuplā /Kuplaja, Normundu Mežvietu un E.
Cinkus, Solvita Zvidriņa, R. Kronbergs, Vasila, Riņķim, Jēkabsonei, Stuberovska,
Kristapu Zakuli,
Sweden
Ingegerd Ronge, Peter Andersson, Leo Andersson, Jan Öhman , Therese Klang, Åsa
Lundell, Il-Nam Kroon, Ann-Cathrin Lindell, Marie Samuelsson, Sonja Lind-Brolinson,
Christina Sandahl, Ulrika Thorsson, Sven Gustafsson, Petri Salonen, Ewa Glennow, Henrik
Smedberg, Jonathan Parsman, Cristopher Veide , och HB board Niclas Lindberg, Marietta de
Pourbaix-Lundin, Robert Thorstenson, Anette Sand,

Slavedriver drivers

All pretended elected so called deputies of companies pretending to be state and local
governments of any nation that is colonised by mason katholic jesuit NWO by
corporatisation of states into commercial code bussinesses that steal the resourses through
unlawfull but legal money scam, corporate central banks, taxation and bailliffs.
To start with – in Latvia

Mārtiņš Bojārs, Ilmāru Rimševicu, M. Solovjakovs, H.Ozols, Juri Jansonu, Egīlu Levitu,
Jānis Buks, Kristapu Zakuli, Juri Stukānu, Andris Teikmanis, Jāni Reiru, Dana
Reizniece –Ozola, Rihardu Kozlovski, Jāni Maizīti, Raimondu Bergmani, Arvilu
Ašeradenu, Ivaru Godmani, Eināru Repši, Ināru Mūrnieci, Solvitu Mellupi Āboltiņu,
Lolitu Čigāni, Aigaru Kalvīti, Anatoliju Gorbunovu, Jāni Dzenīti, Inna Šteinbuka , Ivars
Priedītis , Juri Jākobsonu, Gunti Beļavski, Klāvu Vasku, A. Dobrājs, Vairu Vīķi
Freibergu, Andri Bērziņu, Raimondu Vējoni, Ojārs Eriks Kalniņš, Valdi Zatleru, Ints
Ķuzis, Māri Kučinski , Nilu Ušakovu, Gitu Umanovsku, Dmitrij Krupnikov, Edgars
Tavars, Zbigņevu Stankeviču, Dzintaru Rasnaču, Jānis Buks, Jānis Dzenītis, Jānis
Maizītis

Sweden
Björn von Sydow, Casper von Koskull, Annika Falkengren, Jacob Wallenberg, Brigitte
Bonnessen, Carl XVI Gustaf Bernadott, I. Bob Moritz , Fredric Reinfeldt, Göran
Persson, Mikael Ericson, Carl Bildt, Anders Borg, Fredrik Hassel, Boris Shpigel,
Barbara Spectre, Philip Spectre, Fredrik Näslund, Stefan Löfven, Aziz Dag,
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Plus all local county and state deputies.

World
Yukiya Amano, Vladimira Putina doobles as he himself died 2005, Sergej Shoigu, Jens
Stoltenberg, António Manuel de Oliveira Guterres, Willem-Alexander Claus George
Ferdinand, Elizabeth Alexandra Mary Windsor, Jorge Mario Bergoglio, Henrik
Kissinger, Georg Soros, Die Ward Hock, Jean-Claude Juncker, Richard Neil
Haythornthwaite, David Rockefeller, Jr, Carl-Henric Svanberg, Regina Dugan,Hillary
Clinton, Donald Trump,
Carla A. Hills, Robert E. Rubin, Richard E. Salomon, Richard N. Haass, John Abizaid,
Peter Ackerman, Fouad Ajami, Madeleine K. Albright, Henry S. Bienen, Alan Blinder,
Mary Boies, David G. Bradley, Tom Brokaw, Sylvia Mathews Burwell, Kenneth M.
Duberstein, Martin Feldstein, Stephen Friedman, Ann M. Fudge,Pamela Gann, J.
Tomilson Hill, Donna Hrinak, Alberto Ibargüen, Shirley Jackson, Martin Feldstein,
Stephen Friedman, Ann M. Fudge, Pamela Gann, J. Tomilson Hill, Donna Hrinak,
Alberto Ibargüen, Shirley Jackson, Henry R. Kravis, Jami Miscik, Joseph S. Nye, Jr.,
James W. Owens, Peter G. Peterson, Colin L. Powell, Penny Pritzker, David M.
Rubenstein, George Erik Rupp, Frederick W. Smith, Joan E. Spero, Vin Weber,
Christine Todd Whitman, Fareed Zakaria
All members of Council of Foreign Relations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Members_of_the_Council_on_Foreign_Relations
All members of Bilderberg group
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Bilderberg_participants
All members of Trilateral Commission
https://freddonaldson.com/2017/09/19/trilateral-commission-2017-members-list-ofwho-really-makes-american-national-foreign-policy/
All chiefs of FBI
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Director_of_the_Federal_Bureau_of_Investigation
All chiefs of KGB
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Security_Service
All chiefs of China security
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_State_Security_(China)
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All Chiefs of Israel security, as
http://en.cis.org.il/members/
All chief rabbis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chief_Rabbi#Chief_Rabbis_by_country/region
All living Papal cardinals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_living_cardinals
List of living muslim leaders
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_current_Maraji
NATO commanders and administrative chiefs
https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/who_is_who.htm
Russia defence leaders
http://eng.mil.ru/en/management/deputy.htm
All FED bankers
https://www.federalreserve.gov/aboutthefed/bios/board/default.htm
All BIS bankers
https://www.bis.org/about/board.htm?m=1%7C2%7C2
African leaders
https://answersafrica.com/latest-12-most-influential-african-leaders-that-cannot-beignored-no-12-will-annoy-you.html
Nordic council
http://www.norden.org/en/nordic-council/bag-om-nordisk-raad/president
Freemason chiefs of Sweden
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freemasonry_in_Sweden
Rosicrucians global
http://www.rosicrucian-order.com/saludo.html
http://order.rosy-cross.org
Leader of Mormon churches in Europe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hans_Mattsson
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List of 35.000 Mossad recruits in all countries in jiddish may be
http://www.jar2.com/Topics/MOSSAD.html

Use this verdict to extend the list of criminals with locals
If Godland does not have a local ruler in Your State, You shall find or become Your
local indigenous ruler and make the rulers apply to Diarchs of Godland for
accreditation (vetting, Rulers KoNpetence in 14 areas of Baltic Sun Model, and oath to
Godlanders) . Then You may use this verdict to extend the list of criminals in Your
area that need to stop inforcing criminal money and courts that is not created and
controled by the indigneous people and citisens and government that is not loyal to
the indigneous people and citisens , - as the staight method of converting the death
cult system into the Indigenous Love Order of Godland.
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300 criminaly engaged holy slaveholders to be arrested to achieve decentralisation of by
them stolen goods aquired through corporations registered or run by them

Abdullah II of Jordan
Abramovich, Roman Arkadyevich
Ackermann, Josef
Adeane, Edward
Agius, Marcus Ambrose Paul
Ahtisaari, Martti Oiva Kalevi
Akerson, Daniel
Albert II of Belgium
Alexander – Crown Prince of Yugoslavia
Alexandra (Princess) – The Honourable Lady Ogilvy
Alphonse, Louis – Duke of Anjou
Amato, Giuliano
Anderson, Carl A.
Andreotti, Giulio
Andrew (Prince) – Duke of York
Anne – Princess Royal
Anstee, Nick
Ash, Timothy Garton
Astor, William Waldorf – 4th Viscount Astor
August, Ernst – Prince of Hanover
Aven, Pyotr
Balkenende, Jan Peter
Ballmer, Steve
Balls, Ed
Barroso, José Manuel
Beatrix (Queen)
Belka, Marek
Bergsten, C. Fred
Berlusconi, Silvio
Bernake, Ben
Bernhard (Prince) of Lippe-Biesterfeld
Bernstein, Nils
Berwick, Donald
Bildt, Carl
Bischoff, Sir Winfried Franz Wilhen “Win”
Blair, Tony
Blankfein, Lloyd
Blavatnik, Leonard
Bloomberg, Michael
Bolkestein, Frits
Bolkiah, Hassanal
Bonello, Michael C
Bonino, Emma
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Kerry, John Forbes
King, Mervyn
Kinnock, Glenys
Kissinger, Henry
Knight, Malcolm
Koon, William H. II
Krugman, Paul
Kufuor, John
Lajolo, Giovanni
Lake, Anthony
Lambert, Richard
Lamy, Pascal
Landau, Jean-Pierre
Laurence, Timothy James Hamilton
Leigh-Pemberton, James
Leka, Crown Prince of Albania
Leonard, Mark
Levene, Peter – Baron Levene of Portsoken
Leviev, Lev
Levitt, Arthur
Levy, Michael – Baron Levy
Lieberman, Joe
Livingston, Ian
Loong, Lee Hsien
Lorenz (Prince) of Belgium, Archduke of AustriaLouis-Dreyfus, Gérard
Mabel (Princess) of Orange-Nassau
Mandelson, Peter Benjamin
Manning, Sir David Geoffrey
Margherita – Archduchess of Austria-Este
Margrethe II Denmark
Martínez, Guillermo Ortiz
Mashkevitch, Alexander
Massimo, Stefano (Prince) – Prince of Roccasecca
McDonough, William Joseph
McLarty, Mack
Mersch, Yves
Michael (Prince) of Kent
Michael of Romania
Miliband, David
Miliband, Ed
Mittal, Lakshmi
Moreno, Glen
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Boren, David L.
Borwin – Duke of Mecklenburg
Bronfman, Charles Rosner
Bronfman, Edgar Jr.
Bruton, John
Brzezinski, Zbigniew
Budenberg, Robin
Buffet, Warren
Bush, George HW
Cameron, David William Donald
Camilla – Duchess of Cornwall
Cardoso, Fernando Henrique
Carington, Peter – 6th Baron Carrington
Carlos – Duke of Parma
Carlos, Juan – King of Spain
Carney, Mark J.
Carroll, Cynthia
Caruana, Jaime
Castell, Sir William
Chan, Anson
Chan, Margaret
Chan, Norman
Charles – Prince of Wales
Chartres, Richard
Chiaie, Stefano Delle
Chipman, Dr John
Chodiev, Patokh
Christoph, Prince of Schleswig-Holstein
Cicchitto, Fabrizio
Clark, Wesley Kanne Sr. (General)
Clarke, Kenneth
Clinton, Bill
Cohen, Abby Joseph
Cohen, Ronald
Cohn, Gary D.
Colonna, Marcantonio (di Paliano) – Prince Duke of
Paliano
Constantijn (Prince) of the Netherlands
Constantine II Greece
Cooksey, David
Cowen, Brian
Craven, Sir John
Crockett, Andrew
Dadush, Uri
D’Aloisio, Tony
Darling, Alistair
Davies, Sir Howard
Davignon, Étienne
ourfolket@gmail.com

Moritz – Prince and Landgrave of Hesse-Kassel
Murdoch, Rupert
Napoléon, Charles
Nasser, Jacques
Niblett, Robin
Nichols, Vincent
Nicolás, Adolfo
Noyer, Christian
Ofer, Sammy
Ogilvy, David – 13th Earl of Airlie
Ollila, Jorma Jaakko
Oppenheimer, Nicky
Osborne, George
Oudea, Frederic
Parker, Sir John
Patten, Chris
Pébereau, Michel
Penny, Gareth
Peres, Shimon
Philip (Prince) – Duke of Edinburgh
Pio, Dom Duarte – Duke of Braganza
Pöhl, Karl Otto
Powell, Colin
Prokhorov, Mikhail
Quaden, Guy Baron
Rasmussen, Anders Fogh
Ratzinger, Joseph Alois (Pope Benedict XVI)
Reuben, David
Reuben, Simon
Rhodes, William R. “Bill”
Rice, Susan
Rifkind, Sir Malcolm Leslie
Ritblat, Sir John
Roach, Stephen S.
Robinson, Mary
Rockefeller, David Jr.
Rockefeller, David Sr.
Rockefeller, Nicholas
Rodríguez, Javier Echevarría
Rogoff, Kenneth Saul “Ken”
Roth, Jean-Pierre
Rothschild, Jacob – 4th Baron Rothschild
Rubenstein, David
Rubin, Robert
Ruspoli, Francesco – 10th Prince of Cerveteri
Safra, Joseph
Safra, Moises
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Davis, David
De Rothschild, Benjamin
De Rothschild, David René James
De Rothschild, Evelyn Robert
De Rothschild, Leopold David
Deiss, Joseph
Deripaska, Oleg
Dobson, Michael
Draghi, Mario
Du Plessis, Jan
Dudley, William C.
Duisenberg, Wim
Edward (Prince) – Duke of Kent
Edward (The Prince) – Earl of Wessex
Elkann, John
Emanuele, Vittorio – Prince of Naples, Crown Prince of
Italy
Fabrizio (Prince) – Massimo-Brancaccio
Feldstein, Martin Stuart “Marty”
Festing, Matthew
Fillon, François
Fischer, Heinz
Fischer, Joseph Martin
Fischer, Stanley
FitzGerald, Niall
Franz, Duke of Bavaria
Fridman, Mikhail
Friedrich, Georg – Prince of Prussia
Friso (Prince) of Orange-Nassau
Gates, Bill
Geidt, Christopher
Geithner, Timothy
Gibson-Smith, Dr Chris
Gorbachev, Mikhail
Gore, Al
Gotlieb, Allan
Green, Stephen
Greenspan, Alan
Grosvenor, Gerald – 6th Duke of Westminster
Gurría, José Ángel
Gustaf, Carl XVI of Sweden
Hague, William
Hampton, Sir Philip Roy
Hans-Adam II – Prince of Liechtenstein
Harald V Norway
Harper, Stephen
Heisbourg, François
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Sands, Peter A.
Sarkozy, Nicolas
Sassoon, Isaac S.D.
Sassoon, James Meyer – Baron Sassoon
Sawers, Sir Robert John
Scardino, Marjorie
Schwab, Klaus
Schwarzenberg, Karel
Schwarzman, Stephen A.
Shapiro, Sidney
Sheinwald, Nigel
Sigismund (Archduke) – Grand Duke of Tuscany
Simeon of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha
Snowe, Olympia
Sofía (Queen) of Spain
Soros, George

Specter, Arlen
Stern, Ernest
Stevenson, Dennis – Baron Stevenson of Coddenh
Steyer, Tom
Stiglitz, Joseph E.
Strauss-Kahn, Dominique
Straw, Jack
Sutherland, Peter
Tanner, Mary
Tedeschi, Ettore Gotti
Thompson, Mark
Thomson, Dr. James A.
Tietmeyer, Hans
Trichet, Jean-Claude
Tucker, Paul
Van Rompuy, Herman
Vélez, Álvaro Uribe
Verplaetse, Alfons Vicomte
Villiger, Kaspar
Vladimirovna, Maria – Grand Duchess of Russia
Volcker, Paul
Von Habsburg, Otto
Waddaulah, Hassanal Bolkiah Mu’izzaddin
Walker, Sir David Alan
Wallenberg, Jacob
Walsh, John
Warburg, Max
Weber, Axel Alfred
Weill, Michael David
Wellink, Nout
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Henri – Grand Duke of Luxembourg
Hildebrand, Philipp
Hills, Carla Anderson
Holbrooke, Richard
Honohan, Patrick
Howard, Alan
Ibragimov, Alijan
Ingves, Stefan Nils Magnus
Isaacson, Walter

Whitman, Marina von Neumann
Willem-Alexander – Prince of Orange
William (Prince) of Wales
Williams, Dr Rowan
Williams, Shirley – Baroness Williams of Crosby
Wilson, David – Baron Wilson of Tillyorn
Wolfensohn, James David
Wolin, Neal S.
Woolf, Harry – Baron

The 13 black nobility families behind Pope
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papal_nobility
Possible Alliens to be prepared to meet or communicate peace treaties
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_alleged_extraterrestrial_beings
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IMMEDIATE ARREST
We are satisfied that there is probable cause for IMMEDIATE ARREST of people and others
higher mentioned by the indigenous or other responsible citizens in their surroundings to
face them with charges of committing genocide and incarcerating locally any man or
woman resisting re-establishment of legitimate states Latvijas Republika and Monarchy
State Sweden that restores Kingdom of Sweden or any other lawfully constituted state of
citizens and reinstalling full and whole protection of the living as it is in the best interests
of the safety and well-being of humanity to stop nuclear war systems that have colonized
both nations of Sweden and Latvia and all other nations holding them captives in urban
and other open air Depopulation matrix death camps of entire planet exterminating all
other living forms at historically and in scale unprecedented rate.

The Gods of Love Peace and Welfare are With Us
As We Are With The Gods.

The BSICourt X decision nr 5
by The Highest Judges of Indigenous World Order Court of Godland

Signatories
Ditta Rietuma, president of state Latvian Republic, Global Konna of Godland
Leif Erlingsson, monarch of Monarchy State Sweden, Global Konn of Godland

Verdict delivered to the Peace Officer (KoNstapel) Lars-Rutger Solstråhle
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